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1 Introduction

1.1 Welcome

Thank you for purchasing this machine.

This [Quick Guide] describes basic operations, maintenance, troubleshooting for this machine.

This information will be useful to enable the full capabilities of this machine and to utilize such functionality 

efficiently.

Please keep this manual in a safe place where you can access it easily.

1.2 Notations and symbols used in this manual

7WARNING
- This symbol indicates that negligence of the instructions may lead to death or serious injury.

7CAUTION 
- This symbol indicates that negligence of the instructions may lead to mishandling that may cause injury 

or property damage.

NOTICE
This symbol indicates a risk that may result in damage to this machine or originals. 
Follow the instructions to avoid property damage.

Tips

This symbol indicates information that complements the topic or optional devices required to use a certain 

function.

dReference
This symbol indicates a function or functions that are related to the topic.

The meaning of other notations and symbols are as follows.

Notation/Symbol Description

[ ] These brackets indicate the name of a key on the touch panel, or of a 
button on a computer screen, or of a title of a manual.

Bold Words in bold type indicate the name of a part, an option, or a key on 
the control panel.

0 This check mark indicates a prerequisite of a procedural step.
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1.3 Intended use of this machine

1.3.1 Intended use

This machine is designed to be used as a digital printing system for professional-use label printing.

The intended use also requires that:

- The system is used within the limits of device specifications and specifications of optional components,

- All safety instructions in the related User's Guides are observed,

- Legal restrictions on copying or printing are observed (refer to instruction booklet "Safety Information"),

- Inspection and maintenance instructions are adhered to,

- General, national and company safety provisions are observed.

1.3.2 Impermissible operating conditions

The system may not be operated if:

- Errors or damage have been discovered,

- Maintenance intervals have been exceeded,

- Mechanical or electrical functions do not work as they should.

1.3.3 Exclusion of liability

The manufacturer of the system assumes no liability for damages if the system was operated under imper-

missible conditions.
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1.4 Target groups

The User's Guides are intended for the following users of the system:

- Operator: Person who has been trained by Konica Minolta or authorized partner to operate the system 

for its intended use as well as manage consumables, and perform the maintenance and troubleshooting 

described in User's Guides.

- Administrator: Person who has been trained by Konica Minolta or authorized partner to manage con-

sumables, adjust system settings, and establish network connections and security systems.

Everyone who uses this system must have read and understood the related User's Guides.

1.5 Configuration and usage of this manual

The manual of this machine has the following configuration.

For details on functions and operation procedures, refer to the [User's Guide].

*: For details on how to obtain the [User's Guide], contact your service representative.

Note that basic technical knowledge about the machine is required in order to enable users to perform main-

tenance work and troubleshooting operations. Limit your maintenance and troubleshooting operations to the 

areas explained in this manual and the [User's Guide].

Should you experience any problems, contact your service representative.

Name of the Manual Overview

[Quick Guide] (This manual) This guide describes the basic operations, how to handle paper, 
and cleaning procedures of this machine.

[Safety Information] This guide provides precautions and requests that should be fol-
lowed to ensure safe usage of this machine.
Read this guide before using the machine.

[User's Guide]* This guide describes the basic operations, functions that enable 
more convenient operations, maintenance procedures, simple 
troubleshooting operations, and various setting methods of this 
machine.
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2 Before using this machine

2.1 Power-on/off

This machine has four power switches, namely, the main power switch and the sub power switch of the 

main body, and the main power switch and sub power switch of Roll Winder RW-110/Roll Winder 

RW-210.

For details, refer to the following pages.

- Main body power-on/off: page 2-3

- ON/OFF of Roll Winder RW-110/Roll Winder RW-210: page 2-7

2.1.1 Main body power-on/off

Turn the main body on

1 Turn ON the main power switch.

The main power switch is located inside the main body and can be reached from the left side door.

With the main power switch turned on, the power LED on the control panel lights in red.

NOTICE
The main power switch should normally be kept turned on. Be sure not to turn it off/on in usual oper-
ation.

OFF ON
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2 Turn ON the sub power switch.

The sub power switch is located on the top-right surface of the main body.

With the sub power switch turned on, the power LED on the control panel turns green.

The "Wake-up" screen is displayed, followed by the MACHINE screen.

The warm-up takes approximately 2 minutes. (This is the time period before [Ready to print] is displayed 

after the sub power switch is turned on.)

The message [Ready to print] appears on the screen to inform you that the machine can now print jobs.

OFF

ON
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% When the message [Please confirm media unit] appears, turn on Roll Winder RW-110/Roll Winder 

RW-210 to make them ready.

% For how to turn on the power, refer to page 2-7.

% For details on how to make ready, refer to page 3-4.
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Turn the main body off

NOTICE
Be sure not to turn off the main power switch in usual operation.

Be sure not to turn off the main power switch before turning off the sub power switch.

Be sure not to turn off the main power switch while the following messages are displayed after turning off 
the sub power switch. Turning off the main power switch when the following messages are displayed may 
cause serious machine trouble such as toner fixation.
[Cooling in progress / Power is turned off automatically]
[Power off in progress / Please do not turn the main power off]

When turning the main power switch on immediately after turning it off, turn the main power switch off, 
check that the power LED on the control panel is out, and be sure that at least 10 seconds have passed be-
fore turning the main power switch on. If the main power switch is turned on again within 10 seconds, the 
machine may not operate properly.

1 Turn OFF the sub power switch.

The sub power switch is located on the top-right surface of the main body. The touch panel and all 

the LEDs on the control panel other than the power LED will go out, and the power LED will turn from 

green to red.

% When the machine is under control of the Weekly Timer function, do not turn off the sub power 

switch. Turning off the sub power switch will deactivate the Weekly Timer function.

2 Turn OFF the main power switch.

The main power switch is located inside the main body and can be reached from the left side door.

OFF

ON

OFF ON
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2.1.2 ON/OFF of Roll Winder RW-110/Roll Winder RW-210

Roll Winder RW-110/Roll Winder RW-210 have two power switches, namely, the main power switch and 

the sub power switch.

Turn on Roll Winder RW-110/Roll Winder RW-210

1 Turn ON the main power switch.

The main power switch is located on the left side of Roll Winder RW-210.

2 Press the sub power switch on the upper side of Roll Winder RW-210. 

The power is turned on and the "Startup" screen is displayed on the touch panel.

00
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3 Press [Startup].

The "Stop" screen is displayed.

Turn off Roll Winder RW-110/Roll Winder RW-210

NOTICE
Be sure not to turn off the main power switch in usual operation.

Be sure not to turn off the main power switch before turning off the sub power switch.

When turning the main power switch on immediately after turning it off, be sure to wait for 10 seconds or 
longer before turning the main power switch on again. If the main power switch is turned on again within 
10 seconds, the machine may not operate properly.

1 Confirm the MACHINE screen on the touch panel.

% If the status display of Roll Winder RW-110 and Roll Winder RW-210 is blue, start from Step 2.

% If the status display is red, start from Step 3.
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2 Press [Stop] on the "Run" screen on the touch panel of Roll Winder RW-210.

The "Stop" screen is displayed.

3 Switch [Nip On/Off] to release fixture of the media.

% The black circle and lateral line indicate the roller and media, respectively. When you release fixture 

of the media, the media is displayed in green.

% Wait until the dancer arm lowers.

4 Long-press [PowerOff] to turn off the display of the touch panel.

The fixing of the media is released and the rewinder spindle rotates. Do not touch it while it is rotating.
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5 Turn off the main power switch located on the left side of Roll Winder RW-210.

11
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2.2 Machine panel

2.2.1 Control panel (Main Body)

No. Name Description

1 Keypad Enters numeric values.

2 Power LED Lights up in red when the main power switch is turned on, 
then turns green when the sub power switch is turned on.

3 Data LED Flashes while the machine is receiving print data.

4 Stop Suspends the current output job or stops the machine op-
eration.

5 Start Activates various machine operations.

6 Start LED Lights up in blue when the machine is ready to operate.
It turns orange if no operation can be started.

7 C (Clear) Allows change in entered numeric value.

8 This is not available on this machine.

9 Setting Used to check settings of the print job in progress or those 
currently made.

10 Utility/Counter Displays the [UTILITY] screen and various counters.

11 Accessibility Adjusts the response time in touch panel and control 
panel key operation.

12 Help Displays the Help screen that provides information on how 
to operate the screen currently displayed on the touch 
panel.
Also provides various information about supply and dis-
posal when pressed with the MACHINE screen displayed.

13 Brightness adjustment dial Turned to adjust the brightness of the touch panel.

14 Power Save Deactivates the power-saving mode. Also, activates pow-
er-saving mode manually when pressed.

Power Save

Help

Accessibility

Utility/Counter Stop

Start

Mode Check

Access
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7CAUTION 

Do not press hard or pointed objects against the touch panel.

- Otherwise, the glass may be scratched or break and you may be injured. Use fingers to operate the 

touch panel.

7CAUTION 

Stop the operation immediately when the [Service Call] screen is displayed and output cannot be continued 

any more.

- Otherwise, an unexpected trouble may be caused. Write down the report code as stated on the second 

line of the message, turn off the sub power switch and main power switch in this order, then discon-

nect from the power socket. Contact your service representative and inform them of the report code.

NOTICE
Be sure not to turn off the main power switch in usual operation.

Be sure not to turn off the main power switch before turning off the sub power switch.

Be sure not to turn off the main power switch while the following messages are displayed after turning off 
the sub power switch. Turning off the main power switch when the following messages are displayed may 
cause serious machine trouble such as toner fixation.
[Cooling in progress / Power is turned off automatically]
[Power off in progress / Please do not turn the main power off]

dReference
For how to turn off the power, refer to page 2-3.

15 Power Save LED Lights when any power-saving mode such as shut off and 
low power is activated, or machine power is off due to the 
Weekly Timer function.

16 Touch panel Displays various screens to allow the function setting.

No. Name Description
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2.2.2 Control panel (Roll Winder RW-110/Roll Winder RW-210)

Operate the control panel and touch panel on Roll Winder RW-210 to start and change the settings of Roll 

Winder RW-110 and Roll Winder RW-210.

No. Name Description

1 Sub power switch When you press the sub power switch, the touch panel 
starts.

2 Tension adjustment dial This is a dial to adjust the tension of the torque. When start 
printing, make adjustments by turning the tension adjust-
ment dial.

3 Speed adjustment dial Make sure the dial is 10 before printing. This is not availa-
ble on this machine.

4 Touch panel Operate the touch panel to check the status and change 
the settings of Roll Winder RW-110 and Roll Winder 
RW-210.
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2.2.3 Touch panel (Roll Winder RW-110/Roll Winder RW-210)

Operate the touch panel on Roll Winder RW-210 to check the status and change the settings of Roll Winder 

RW-110 and Roll Winder RW-210.

When the main power switch and sub power switch of Roll Winder RW-110/Roll Winder RW-210 are 

turned on, the touch panel starts.

[Startup] screen

This section describes the [Startup] screen.

No. Name Description

1 [Startup] Press [Startup] to display the "Stop" screen to check the 
status and change the settings of Roll Winder RW-110 
and Roll Winder RW-210.
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[Stop] screen

This section describes the "Stop" screen.

No. Name Description

1 [ON/OFF of the nip roller] The black circle and lateral line indicate the roller and me-
dia, respectively.
To release fixture of the media, press the button and con-
firm that the media is displayed in green. To fix the media, 
press the button and confirm that the media is displayed in 
red.

2 [Knife On/Off] (optional) The black circle and lateral line indicate the roller and me-
dia, respectively. This is operable only when a knife is in-
stalled.

3 [Max.Torque@Max.Rew.Diameter] Displays the expected maximum torque value and the ratio 
of the diameter of the media of the rewinder spindle set on 
the [Debug/Settings] screen.

4 [Rewind spindle direction selector] Switches the rotation direction and ON/OFF of the rewind-
er spindle. It switches in the order of counterclockwise -> 
OFF -> clockwise.

5 [Rewind mandrel On/Off] Switches whether to fix or release the media core of the re-
winder spindle. When the media core is fixed, a lateral line 
is displayed on the button. When the media core is not 
fixed, no lateral line is displayed on the button. The rotation 
direction set in [Rewind spindle direction selector] is dis-
played with an arrow.

6 [Unwind spindle direction selector] Switches the rotation direction and ON/OFF of the unwind-
er spindle. It switches in the order of counterclockwise -> 
OFF -> clockwise.

7 [Fix unwinder spindle] Switches whether to fix or release the media core of the 
unwinder spindle. When the media core is fixed, a lateral 
line is displayed on the button. When the media core is not 
fixed, no lateral line is displayed on the button. The rotation 
direction set in [Unwind spindle direction selector] is dis-
played with an arrow.

8 [PowerOff] Long-press it to turn the machine power OFF.

9 [Debug/Settings] Press to display the [Debug/Settings] screen.

10 [Taper Tension] Press to display the [Taper Tension] screen.

11 [Start] Displays the [Run] screen of unwinding and winding.
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[Debug/Settings] screen

This section describes the [Debug/Settings] screen.

No. Name Description

1 [Rew Dancer Pot] Displays the value of the potentiometer of the winding 
dancer arm.
If the value is not within the range of "890±5", contact your 
service representative.

[Unw Dancer Pot] Displays the value of the potentiometer of the feeding 
dancer arm.
If the value is not within the range of "890±5", contact your 
service representative.

[Rew Tension Pot] Displays the value of the potentiometer of the winding ten-
sion.
Adjust the value to "200" with the tension adjustment dial.

[Machine Speed Pot] Displays the value of the speed potentiometer of the ma-
chine.

[Max. Rew. Diameter(mm)] Sets the maximum value of the diameter to wind the me-
dia. If the diameter of the media of the rewinder spindle ex-
ceeds the specified value, feeding stops.

2 [Rew Dancer Arm Top Sensor] Switches ON/OFF of the sensor at the top of the winding 
dancer arm. This is not available on this machine.

[Unw Dancer Arm Top Sensor] Switches ON/OFF of the sensor at the top of the feeding 
dancer arm. This is not available on this machine.

[Nip Inductive Sensor] Switches ON/OFF of the nip sensor. Keep it on during op-
eration for this machine.

[Rewinder Inductive Sensor] Switches ON/OFF of the winding sensor. This is not avail-
able on this machine.

[SafetyOK Status Monitor] Switches ON/OFF of the safety monitor. Keep it on during 
operation for this machine.

3 [DC330 Inline with Buffer] Switches ON/OFF of the DC330 in-line with buffer. This is 
not available on this machine.

[DC330 Inline_no_Buffer] Switches ON/OFF of the DC330 in-line without buffer. This 
is not available on this machine.

[Low Unwind Detection] Switches ON/OFF of low feeding detection. Keep it on dur-
ing operation for this machine.

[Web Break Detection] Switches ON/OFF of web break detection. Keep it on dur-
ing operation for this machine.

[Inspection Lamps] Switches ON/OFF of the inspection lamps of the inspec-
tion table.
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[Taper Tension] screen

This section describes the [Taper Tension] screen.

4 [Web cleaner ON/OFF] (optional) Switches ON/OFF of the web cleaner. When it is turned on 
and off, and are displayed, respectively.
This is operable only when a web cleaner is installed.

5 [Anti-Static/Ioniser ON/OFF] (op-
tional)

Switches ON/OFF of the anti-static ioniser. When it is 
turned on and off, and are displayed, respectively. 
Used for control of the sub anti-static system and ionizer 
of the AC or DC power. This is operable only when an anti-
static ioniser is installed.

6 [Back] The [Stop] screen is displayed again.

No. Name Description

No. Name Description

1 [Taper Tension (%/mm Diameter)] Sets the value of the tension of the taper suitable for the 
printing media. Switches ON/OFF of the setting. 
The tension of the media and torque of the rewinder spin-
dle are adjusted automatically in accordance with the di-
ameter of the media based on the specified value.
The setting shall not be changed during operation.

2 [Rew Dancer Pot (mm)] Sets the diameter of the rewinder spindle. Switches 
ON/OFF of the setting. 
It has to be changed only if the diameter changes when the 
rewinder spindle is replaced.
The setting shall not be changed during operation.

3 [Back] The [Stop] screen is displayed again.
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[Run] screen

This section describes the [Run] screen.

No. Name Description

1 [ON/OFF of the nip roller] The black circle and lateral line indicate the roller and me-
dia, respectively. 
To release fixture of the media, press the button and con-
firm that the media is displayed in green. To fix the media, 
press the button and confirm that the media is displayed in 
red.

2 [Knife On/Off] (optional) The black circle and lateral line indicate the roller and me-
dia, respectively. This is operable only when a knife is in-
stalled.

3 [Rewind Torque] Displays the value of the torque of the rewinder spindle.

[Rew Roll Diameter] Displays the diameter of the paper wound by the rewinder 
spindle.

[Web Speed] Displays the media conveyance speed. The unit is m/min-
ute.

[Distance Covered] Displays the conveyance distance (length) of the conveyed 
media. It can be cleared by [Clear Distance].

4 [Rewind spindle direction selector] Switches the rotation direction and ON/OFF of the rewind-
er spindle. It switches in the order of counterclockwise -> 
OFF -> clockwise.

5 [Rewind mandrel On/Off] Switches whether to fix or release the media core of the re-
winder spindle. When the media core is fixed, a lateral line 
is displayed on the button. When the media core is not 
fixed, no lateral line is displayed on the button.
The rotation direction set in [Rewind spindle direction se-
lector] is displayed with an arrow.

6 [Unwind spindle direction selector] Switches the rotation direction and ON/OFF of the unwind-
er spindle. It switches in the order of counterclockwise -> 
OFF -> clockwise.

7 [Fix unwinder spindle] Switches whether to fix or release the media core of the 
unwinder spindle. When the media core is fixed, a lateral 
line is displayed on the button. When the media core is not 
fixed, no lateral line is displayed on the button.
The rotation direction set in [Unwind spindle direction se-
lector] is displayed with an arrow.

8 [Taper Tension] Press to display the [Taper Tension] screen.

9 [Clear Distance] Press to clear the value displayed in [Distance Covered].

1

2

3

4 5 76

8

9

10
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2.2.4 EMERGENCY STOP

Executes emergency stop of Roll Winder RW-110 and Roll Winder RW-210.

Both Roll Winder RW-110 and Roll Winder RW-210 have EMERGENCY STOP. If you press either of the 

buttons, both of the devices will stop by emergency stop.

Perform the following steps to release the emergency stop status:

1 Turn the knob of EMERGENCY STOP pressed when stopping the device clockwise (The button returns 

to its original state from the pressed state).

2 Press the sub power switch of the control panel (The touch panel returns to the "Startup" screen).

NOTICE
Use EMERGENCY STOP only in case of emergency. If you press EMERGENCY STOP when stopping 
normal printing, it may result the machine and media being damaged.

10 [Stop] Stops unwinding and winding and returns to the "Stop" 
screen.

No. Name Description
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2.2.5 Control panel of External Sensor Kit ES-101

This section describes control panel of External Sensor Kit ES-101.

No. Name Description

1 Status LED (orange) The LED lights in orange according to the status of 
ES-101.

2 LED bar display (green) The LED lights in green according to the detection sensi-
tivity level of the eye mark.

3 SET Press this when adjusting eye mark detection.

4 + Long-press this together with the - button when entering 
the teach-in mode.

5 - Long-press this together with the + button when entering 
the teach-in mode.
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2.2.6 Web guide

The web guide is set individually in Roll Winder RW-110 and Roll Winder RW-210. The control panel is pro-

tected with a magnetic cover.

No. Name Description

1 Manual mode key Sets the web guide to the automatic mode.

2 Automatic key Sets the web guide to the manual mode.

3 Center positioning key Sets the web guide to the center positioning mode.

4 Sensor 3 button *This is not available on this machine.

5 Sensor 2 button Guides the media to the right end. 
*This is not available on this machine.

6 Sensor 1 button Guides the media to the left end. 
*This is not available on this machine.

7 Arrow keys left/right Manual mode: Adjusts the guiding position laterally. 
Automatic mode: Shifts the setting value of the web guide 
laterally. 
Setup mode: Increases/Decreases the parameter. 
*This is not available on this machine.

8 SETUP Starts the setup mode. 
Manual mode: Calls the setup menu. 
Automatic mode: Activates the gain setting. 
*This is not available on this machine.

9 ENTER Enables the setting value and finishes the setup mode. 
*This is not available on this machine.
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Indication on the display of the web guide of Roll Winder RW-110

Indication on the display of the web guide of Roll Winder RW-210

No. Description

1 Displays the edge position of the web guide of the roll unwinder in the center positioning mode. 
The edge position shows the center in the automatic mode.

2 Displays the gap between the edge position and setting value of the web guide of the roll un-
winder in the center positioning mode. A value near ±0 is shown in the automatic mode.

3 Displays the gain of the controller. This is not available on this machine.

4 Displays the operation status of the status display system. This is not available on this machine.

5 Displays the operation of the actuator. This is not available on this machine.

6 Displays the setting value of the web edge. This is not available on this machine.

7 Displays the edge position of the web guide of the roll winder in the center positioning mode. 
The edge position shows the center in the automatic mode.

8 Displays the gap between the edge position and setting value of the web guide of the roll winder 
in the center positioning mode. 
A value near ±0 is shown in the automatic mode.



3 Printing workflow
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3 Printing workflow

This section describes the basic printing workflow using this machine.

First check the basic flow to print data, then add detailed setting and adjustment steps according to usage 

applications.

dReference
For details on various settings and adjustment procedures of this machine, refer to the [User's Guide].

1. Before Printing

Cleaning

 Be sure to clean and adjust the machine before starting operation.

Prepare the Media

 Set or change the media.

Prepare the Machine

 Prepare the machine to print.

Adjust (Image Position and Image Quality)

 Adjust the image position and image quality before printing.

2. Job Printing

Prepare Print Data

 Create a print job.

Save a Job

 Send the job to this machine.

Print a Test Page

 Print a test page before printing a job. Adjust the image position and image quality as necessary.

Print All Pages

 Print all pages of the job.

3. Operation After Printing

Replace the Media Core

 Remove the media after printing and install a new media core.

Idle the Machine

 Turn off the sub power of the machine and idle it.
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3.1 Before printing

3.1.1 Step 1: Cleaning

Carry out cleaning before starting operation.

It prevents troubles such as paper jams and a paper meandering.

For details, refer to the following page.

- Cleaning parts and intervals: page 5-3

3.1.2 Step 2: Prepare the media

Replace the currently loaded paper with the media used for printing.

For details, refer to the following page.

- Setting media: page 4-4

3.1.3 Step 3: Prepare the machine

Prepare the machine to print.

1 Turn on the main power switch located on the left side of Roll Winder RW-210.

00
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2 Press the sub power switch on the upper side of Roll Winder RW-210.

The power is turned on and the "Startup" screen is displayed on the touch panel.

3 Press [Startup].

The "Stop" screen is displayed.

4 Press [Debug/Settings].

The "Debug/Settings" screen is displayed.
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5 Confirm the settings on the "Debug/Settings" screen.

% Confirm that [Low Unwind Detection] and [Web Break Detection] are checked.

% Confirm that the values of [Rew Dancer Pot] and [Unw Dancer Pot] are within "890±5".

% Adjust the value of [Rew Tension Pot] to "200" with the tension adjustment dial.

% Press [Back] to display the "Stop" screen again.

6 Confirm the settings on the "Stop" screen.

% If "-" is not displayed in the circle, press the button to set the media core fixing mode. "-" is dis-

played in the circle.

% [Unwind mandrel On/Off] (Right): Media core fixing mode with the rotation direction set to "Coun-

terclockwise"

% [Rewind mandrel On/Off] (Left): Media core fixing mode with the rotation direction set to "Counter-

clockwise"
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7 Press [Start] on the "Stop" screen.

The screen switches to the "Run" screen and the mark and color of [Start] switches.

The message "Rewinder picking up web" is displayed and the media is conveyed.

NOTICE
If the message "Safety door open" is displayed on the "Stop" screen, inspect the doors and covers of 
Roll Winder RW-110 or Roll Winder RW-210. When you close all the doors and covers, the message 
is not displayed anymore.

If "Torque too high, reduce tension or increase taper" is displayed and the media is not conveyed, con-
firm that the value of "Rew Tension Pot" on the "Debug/Settings" screen is "200".

Confirm that the speed adjustment dial at the bottom right of the control panel is 10.

8 Confirm that the value of "Web Speed" switches to "0m/min".

9 Confirm the MACHINE screen on the touch panel and press [Start Convey].

% Confirm that the status of Roll Winder RW-110/Roll Winder RW-210 is displayed in blue.
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3.1.4 Step 4: Adjust (Image position and image quality)

Set the media and adjust the image position and image quality before printing.

Paper setting

Specify the paper settings for the set media.

If you use a type of media different from that previously set on the machine, select [Change Set] or [Recall] 

to specify the paper settings.

[Change Set]

Specify paper settings using [Change Set].

1 Press [Paper Setting] on the MACHINE screen.

The "Paper Setting" screen is displayed.

2 Press [Change Setting].

The "Change IndividualSet" screen is displayed.

3 Select one of the buttons under "Paper Type" in the right side.

[Available Weight settings] vary depending on the [Paper Type].
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4 Press [Weight].

The "Weight" screen is displayed on the right. Select one of the buttons under [Weight Setting].

The available setting varies depending on the paper type you select in [Paper Type].

% Select the desired unit button under [Change Unit]. The screen displays the paper weight in the se-

lected unit.

% Process speed can be selected from the keys under [Speed Setting]. Some speed settings cannot 

be selected depending on the paper weight. Select the desired button.

% If [Registration Adj.] is desired, press [Registration Adj.].

% For details about how to adjust registration, refer to page 3-17.
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5 Press [OK].

The "Paper Setting" screen is displayed again and the screen shows newly-specified paper conditions.

% When completing the paper setting, press [Close]. The screen returns to the MACHINE screen. 

Specified paper condition is displayed in [Paper Setting] on the MACHINE screen.

% To register paper conditions, go to the next step.

6 Press [Register].

The "Register" screen is displayed.
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7 To select the desired entry from the "Paper Profile" list, press [,] or [+].

The "Paper Profile Name Setting" screen is displayed.

% If an entry with a [Paper Profile] displayed is selected, the registered paper conditions are overwrit-

ten with new settings.

8 Enter the paper profile name and press [OK].

% Up to 25 two-byte characters or 50 one-byte characters can be entered for the paper profile name.

The screen returns to the "Register" screen.
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9 Check that the paper profile has been registered in [Paper Profile] and press [Close].

This returns to the "Paper Setting" screen.

10 Press [Close].
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% Return to the MACHINE screen and the registered paper condition is displayed on the MACHINE 

screen.

[Recall]

Specify paper setting using [Recall].

1 Press [Paper Setting] on the MACHINE screen.

The "Paper Setting" screen is displayed.
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2 Press [Recall].

The "Recall" screen is displayed.

3 Press [,] or [+] on the "Recall" screen, select a desired paper profile from the list of registered paper 

conditions, and then press [Confirm Details].

The selected entry will be highlighted.

Details of the selected entry is displayed.
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4 When finished with checking, press [Close].

5 Press [OK] on the "Recall" screen.

This returns to the "Paper Setting" screen.

% If you want to change the recalled paper condition, refer to page 3-8, and change the paper setting.
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6 Press [Close] on the "Paper Setting" screen.

The [Paper Profile Name] changes to that of recalled specifications.

% Return to the MACHINE screen and the recalled paper condition is displayed.
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Image position adjustment

You can change zoom ratio of images or shift images (forward or backward).

When printing, heat in the fixing section 18

may cause the media to slightly enlarge or shrink. How much the paper is affected depends on the type or 

thickness (weight) of the paper; therefore, after changing the media, always perform the [Registration Adj.].

NOTICE
To determine the misalignment of printing position, the adjustment of the reference position required on the 
main body side must be completed.

Before performing the [Registration Adj.], confirm the following adjustment items.

(1) [Feeding Direction Mag. Adjustment] -> "User's Guide [Adjustment]/[Machine Adjustment]"

(2) [CD-Mag. Adjustment] -> "User's Guide [Adjustment]/[Machine Adjustment]"

(3) [Centering Adjustment] -> "User's Guide [Adjustment]/[Machine Adjustment]"

The adjustment for the reference position of the print side is an advanced adjustment. Contact your service 
representative in advance of the adjustment.

Tips

- There are two ways for registration adjustment: One is using [Registration Adj.] on the MACHINE 

screen; the other is using [Paper Setting] - [Change Set] - [Change IndividualSet] on the MACHINE 

screen.

- When the registration is adjusted in [Paper Setting] on the MACHINE screen, the adjusted value can be 

registered as paper profile. You can call the registered paper profile when needed and easily make pa-

per settings.

Registration Adj.

You can use any of the following to adjust.

- [Zoom]/[Image Shift] adjustment: The magnification and printing position in up and down directions can 

be finely adjusted. The adjustment data can be entered directly in percentage terms or in numerical 

terms to shift. See page 3-18.

- [Chart Adjustment]: You can print a chart and scale measurement points. Entering the measured value 

adjusts the magnification and printing position. See page 3-20.
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[Zoom]/[Image Shift] adjustment

The magnification and printing position in up and down directions can be finely adjusted. The adjustment 

data can be entered directly in percentage terms or in numerical terms to shift.

1 Press [Registration Adj.] on the MACHINE screen.

The "Registration Adj." screen is displayed.

2 Use the touch panel keypad, [,], [+], or the keypad on the control panel to enter [Zoom].

% For the adjustment of [Zoom], check it at the center of the page.

% Press [Vertical] or [Horizontal] below [Zoom] and then enter a value. [Vertical] adjusts the magnifica-

tion in the crosswise direction. [Horizontal] adjusts the magnification in the paper feed direction.

% To enlarge the printing side, enter a positive value, and to shrink it, enter a negative value.

% Adjustment range: For both [Vertical] and [Horizontal], -1.00 to +1.00 (1 step = 0.01%)

% Use [+/-] to specify the value to be positive or negative.

% Press [Clear] to reset the value.

% Adjustment example of [Zoom]: When the printed image is vertically enlarged to 10.1 mm/0.4" 

against the original image of 10 mm/0.39", press [Vertical], and then press in the order of 

[1] [0] [0] [+/-] to specify -1.00. The image reduces by 1%.

3 Use the touch panel keypad, [,], [+], or the keypad on the control panel to enter the value of [Image 

Shift].

% For the adjustment of [Image Shift], check it at the center of the page.

% Press [Up/Down] below [Image Shift], and then enter a value.

% To move the printing side upward, enter a positive value, and to move downward, enter a negative 

value.

% Adjustment range: For [Up/Down] -10.0 to +10.0 (1 step =0.1 mm)

% Use [+/-] to specify the value to be positive or negative.

% Press [Clear] to reset the value.

% Adjustment example of [Image Shift]: When the printed image is misaligned downward by 

0.5 mm/0.2", press [Up/Down], and then press [5] to specify +0.5 mm. The image shifts 0.5 mm up-

ward.
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4 Press [Close].

Now, the [Zoom]/[Image Shift] adjustment is completed.

Tips

After performing [Registration Adj.] several times, if the printing position is still misaligned, readjust the refer-

ence position of the printing side. For details on adjustment procedures of this machine, refer to the "User's 

Guide [Adjustment]/[Machine Adjustment]".

NOTICE
You can register the adjusted value of [Registration Adj.] in [Paper Profile] where paper conditions are set. 
With the paper conditions registered, you can print images in the same conditions as before, even after 
changing the media to be set. For details about editing or registering [Paper Profile], refer to "User's Guide 
[Utilize useful functions]/[Registering Paper Profile (Paper Catalog)]".
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[Chart Adjustment]

You can print a chart and scale measurement points. Entering the measured value adjusts the magnification 

and printing position.

1 Press [Registration Adj.] on the MACHINE screen.

The "Registration Adj." screen is displayed.

2 Press [Chart Adjustment].

The "Chart Adjustment" screen is displayed.
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3 Press [Print Mode].

The "PRINT MODE" screen is displayed.

4 Press the Start button on the control panel.

A test chart is printed.

5 Press [Exit PrintMode].

The "Chart Adjustment" screen is displayed again.
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6 Measure the length of the lines indicated by the numbers from [1] to [8] ([5] and [7] are omitted.) on the 

printed chart.

% For [1] and [3], measure the length from the vertical line to the edge of the media.

% The figure shows an example when measuring lines [1] and [6].

% You can enter values in increments of 0.1 mm.

% Be sure to write down the measured value.

7 Press the number indicating each point and use the touch panel keypad, [,] or [+] to enter the meas-

ured value.

% Press [Clear] to reset the value.

8 Press [Adjustment Start].

The "Registration Adj." screen is displayed.
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9 Press [Close].

Now, the [Chart Adjustment] is completed.

Quality Adj.

To reproduce stable colors with the machine, use pre-output image quality adjustment.

In addition to regular calibration for the controller, use other image quality adjustments as necessary, such 

as when changing screens or papers or when hue is important.

For details on the image quality adjustment flow (which timing, which image quality adjustment, in what or-

der), refer to [User's Guide].
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3.2 Job printing

3.2.1 Step 1: Prepare print data

Prepare print data.

Observe the following precautions when printing data.

Available data size is up to 320 mm (width) x 480 mm (length) / 12.60" (width) x 18.90" (length). (1195 mm / 

47.05" for Banner)

- Minimum data size is 90 mm (width) x 115 mm (length)/3.54" (width) e 4.52" (length). When printing la-

bels smaller than 90 mm (width) x 115 mm (length)/3.54" (width) x 4.52" (length), allocate several lines 

or rows of labels in a page.

- When printing eye marks, put them within the maximum print range mentioned above.

- Allocate labels so that the top (A) and bottom (C) margins are 0 mm / 0" respectively. When allocating 

several lines in a page, ensure a 1 mm / 0.04" space (B) between each line.

- When printing several pages, a 1 mm / 0.04" space is automatically inserted between each page.

Tips

- If you need margins (B) wider than 1 mm / 0.04" between each line of data, adjust the margins so that 

the total of the top margin (A), bottom margin (C), and 1-mm / 0.04" page margin (to be inserted auto-

matically) becomes the value of the margin (B).

- Example: When obtaining a 5 mm / 0.2" margin for margin B:

Set 2 mm / 0.08" margins for the top (A) and bottom (C).

Top margin (A): 2 mm + Bottom margin (C): 2 mm + 1 mm (to be inserted automatically) = Margin be-

tween data (B): 5 mm / Top margin (A): 0.08" + Bottom margin (C): 0.08" + 0.04" (to be inserted auto-

matically) = Margin between data (B): 0.2"

Printable range 240 mm/9.44"

Paper width 330 mm/12.99"

C = 0 mm

B = 1 mm

A = 0 mm

Page area
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3.2.2 Step 2: Send print data

Send a print job to the HDD of the main body using the printer driver to temporarily save it as a hold job. 

Saving a job temporarily allows test printing or fine adjustment on the machine.

1 Open the file menu of the application software, then click [Print] to display the print window.

2 Select the installed printer driver from [Printer], then click [Properties].

3 Click the [Workflow] tab and select [Hold] from the pull-down menu of [Output Method].

4 Click [Print].

The job is sent and saved.

3.2.3 Step 3: Print test pages

Print test pages from the "Hold Job" screen.

This section describes the procedure for stopping the printed image near the delivering section and visually 

checking the image immediately.

Tips

- If you want to combine several jobs to print test pages, insert or copy using the [Call Insert Job] tab in 

the "Image Page Edit" screen and delete any unnecessary pages, edit the pages for test printing. For 

details, refer to the [User's Guide].

- If you are not particular about the accuracy of a print position, you can shorten the distance to cut back 

on the consumption. For details, refer to the [User's Guide].

1 Press [Stop Position 3] for [Print Stop Change Setting] on the [MACHINE] tab on the touch panel of the 

main body.

The default value of the print stop position of [Stop Position 3] is set to 0 cm. If [Stop Position 3] is se-

lected, printed image stops near the delivering section.

The default values of the print stop positions of [Stop Position 1] and [Stop Position 2] are set to 800 cm 

and 90 cm, respectively.

NOTICE
You can adjust the paper stop position after printing in [Adjustment] > [Machine Adjustment] > [Printer 
Adjustment] > [Print Stop Position] on the MACHINE screen.
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2 Press the [JOB LIST] tab to display the "Hold Job" screen.

3 Select a job to perform test printing for, then press [Job Ticket].

4 Press [Set Number].
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5 Enter the number of copies for test printing, then press [OK].

6 Press [Overwrite].

7 Press [Output].
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8 Select the output mode and press [OK].

The printed job stops at the position specified for [Stop Position 3].

NOTICE
Adjust the timing for Stop Position 3 in order to reduce the damage of paper or improve the performance 
of conveyance. For details, refer to the [User's Guide].

Depending on the media, using the [Stop Position 3] mode may result in the media deforming or the 
adhesive running out. In such cases, print test pages in [Stop Position 1] or [Stop Position 2]. Contact 
the manufacturers about the specifications of the media.

9 Check the test pages visually.

10 Adjust the image position and image quality, if necessary.

% To adjust the image position, go to page 3-8.

% To adjust the image quality (color shade), use the following functions. For details, refer to the [User's 

Guide].

Tone Curve Adjustment

Spot Color

Use Alternative Color Conversion

% If no adjustment is necessary, go to page 3-29.
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3.2.4 Step 4: Print all pages

When the test print is finished, print all the pages.

NOTICE
Prepare the machine to print beforehand. For details, refer to page 3-4.

1 Press the [MACHINE] tab on the touch panel of the main body and make sure that [Stop Position 1] or 

[Stop Position 2] is selected for [Print Stop Change Setting].

% If [Stop Position 3] is selected, press [Stop Position 1] or [Stop Position 2].

2 On the touch panel, press [JOB LIST] tab and display the "Hold Job" screen.
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3 Select a job that you want to print, then press [Job Ticket].

% If you check [Continuous Job] to select multiple jobs, you can only insert the specified blank page 

and continuously output jobs while skipping stop processing between jobs, the warm-up operation, 

and the paper meandering prevention control operation.

4 Press [Set Number].

5 Enter the number you want to print, then press [OK].
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6 Press [Overwrite].

7 Press [Output].

% It is recommended to press [Job Ticket] and reconfirm [Set Number], [Paper Type], and [Thickness] 

(or [Weight]) on the "Job Ticket Edit" screen before pressing [Output].
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% The maximum length you can print continuously is 300 m / 984.24'. If you attempt to print a job 

whose total length exceeds 300 m / 984.24', the message [Cancel this job?] is displayed when you 

press [Output]. Press any of the following buttons: [Cancel Job], [Output (All)], or [Output (Limit)].

- [Cancel Job]: This job is canceled.

- [Output (All)]: A blank page is inserted after 300 m / 984.24' is printed for adjusting the machine 

system. After the machine adjustment, another 300 m / 984.24' is printed.

- [Output (Limit)]: The first 300 m / 984.24' is printed and subsequent printing is canceled.

- Continuous job output is possible until the total of blank amounts specified in [Blank Amount Set-

ting between Continuous Jobs] reaches 300 m / 984.24'.

If the blank amount between continuous jobs exceeds 3 m / 9.84', it is calculated as 3 m / 9.84'. 

The blank page setting can be configured on the UTILITY screen. For details, refer to the [User's 

Guide].

Tips

- To pause or cancel output operation, press Stop on the control panel of the main body or [Stop] on 

the "Run" screen on the touch panel of Roll Winder RW-110/Roll Winder RW-210.
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3.3 Operation after printing

3.3.1 Step 1: Replace the media core

Remove the media after printing and install a new media core.

dReference
For details, refer to page 4-23.

3.3.2 Step 2: Idle the machine

To idle the machine after printing, long-press [PowerOff] on the touch panel of Roll Winder RW-210 to turn 

off the display of the touch panel.
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4 Handling paper

This section describes how to set, replace, adjust, and configure the media.

For details, refer to each of the following pages.

- Media route: page 4-3

- Setting media: page 4-4

- Replacing the media: page 4-23

- Replacing the media core: page 4-29

- Splicing the media (For cleaning/clearing paper jam): page 4-33

4.1 Media route

The following diagram shows the media route. Set the media along the correct route.

NOTICE
Before setting or replacing the media, turn on the main power switch and sub power switch of the main 
body, and the main power switch and sub power switch of Roll Winder RW-110/Roll Winder RW-210. For 
the power operation, refer to page 2-3.
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4.2 Setting media

Workflow

Set the media to the unwinder spindle: page 4-4

Feed the media to Roll Winder RW-110: page 4-8

Feed the media to the main body of the printer: page 4-9

Feed the media to Roll Winder RW-210: page 4-12

Set the media core to the rewinder spindle: page 4-13

Adjust the media conveyance: page 4-14

Specify the paper type and thickness (Weight): page 4-20

4.2.1 Set the media to the unwinder spindle

1 Press the sub power switch on the upper side of Roll Winder RW-210.

The power is turned on and the "Startup" screen is displayed on the touch panel.
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2 Press [Startup].

The "Stop" screen is displayed.

3 Press [Unwind mandrel On/Off] and [Rewind mandrel On/Off] on the "Stop" screen to release the fixture 

of the media.

% If [-] is displayed in the circle, press the button to hide [-].

4 Press [Nip On/Off] to release fixture of the media.

The black circle and lateral line indicate the roller and media, respectively. When you release fixture of 

the media, the media is displayed in green.
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5 Using a lifter, adjust the center of the media core and unwinder spindle.

6 Set the media in the unwinder spindle.

% Set the media so that it can be pulled out counterclockwise as shown in the following figure.

NOTICE
Note that if Roll Winder RW-110 is subjected to a strong shock, the installation location may become 
misaligned and cause media meandering.

When setting the media, if it is stuck at the rear side and cannot be pushed, slightly raise the rear side 
of the media and move.

Set the media with its edge adjusted with the position of 330 mm/12.99" of the scale on the unwinder 
spindle.
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7 Cut both sides of the tip of the media with scissors for ease of feeding.

8 Open the safety cover, pull out the media edge, and pass it into the workbench.

NOTICE
Pull out the media little by little.
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4.2.2 Feed the media to Roll Winder RW-110

The following diagram shows the media route of Roll Winder RW-110. Feed the media along the correct 

route.

NOTICE
Feed the media so that it passes through the center position of each roller.

Item Description

Rollers (1) to (3) Open the safety cover of the side and feed the media from above 
the workbench.

Rollers (4) to (6) Feed the media from the unwinder spindle side.

Rollers (7) to (12) Open the front door and feed the media.

Rollers (13) to (14) Open the safety cover of the upper side and feed the media.

Roller (15) Open the front door and feed the media.

1

23

4
12

5

6
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9
11

10
8

1314

15

Pass it above the workbench.
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4.2.3 Feed the media to the main body of the printer

Feed the media to the main body of the printer.

NOTICE
Feed the media to the center position by confirming the scales of the leading section of the main body and 
delivering section.

1 Pull out about 1.5 m of media from Roll Winder RW-110 to the main body of the printer.

2 Open the top cover of the leading section of the main body of the printer.

3 Pass the edge of the media between the tension roller 1 and tension roller 2.

4 Pass the media on the tension roller 4 and then between the tension roller 4 and tension roller 5.
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5 Set the tips of the media to the main body along the guide plate.

% Confirm with the scale of the leading section that the media passes through the center position of 

the leading section.

6 Insert the media into the inside of the main body until [Start Convey] on the MACHINE screen on the 

touch panel on the main body of the printer lights.
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7 Press [Start Convey].

The media passes through the main body, is delivered about 30 cm from the delivering section, and 

stops automatically.

% Press [Start Convey] on the touch panel and then press [Stop Convey] after delivery of about 2 m 

to enable pass the media through Roll Winder RW-210.

8 Close the top cover of the leading section of the main body of the printer.
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4.2.4 Feed the media to Roll Winder RW-210

The following diagram shows the media route of Roll Winder RW-210. Feed the media along the correct 

route.

NOTICE
Feed the media so that it passes through the center position of each roller.

Item Description

Rollers (1) to (2) Open the front door and feed the media.

Roller (3) Feed the media from above the media inspection table.

Rollers (4) to (9) Open the front door and feed the media.

Rollers (10) to (12) Feed the media from the rewinder spindle side.

Rollers (13) to (15) Open the safety cover of the upper side and feed the media.

Rollers (16) to (19) Open the nip safety cover and feed the media.

1

23
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1617
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19

Pass it above the media inspection table.
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4.2.5 Set the media core to the rewinder spindle

1 Cut the section in which both edges of the tip of the media are cut.

2 Place the new media core on the rewinder spindle.

% Set the media core with its edge adjusted with the position of 330 mm/12.99" of the scale on the 

rewinder spindle.

3 Adhere the media to the media core with masking tape.

NOTICE
Be sure to attach in three positions, center, back, and front in the order to equalize the tension on the 
front and back.

Make sure the media is securely adhered to the media core. Otherwise, the media may lean to one side.

1
2

3
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4.2.6 Adjust the media conveyance

Convey the media, then check the media condition.

NOTICE
Before conveying the media, turn on the main power switch and sub power switch of the main body, and 
the main power switch and sub power switch of Roll Winder RW-110/Roll Winder RW-210.

1 Open the cover of the web guide of Roll Winder RW-110.

2 Press the center positioning key of the web guide of Roll Winder RW-110.
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3 Adjust the position of the sensor unit to make the value of the web guide ±0.0.

% Loosen the left knob of the web guide to move the sensor unit back and forth. When you move the 

sensor unit to the front and to the back, the value is changed to the minus and plus directions, re-

spectively. After adjustment, tighten the knob to fix it.

4 Press the manual mode key of the web guide.

5 Open the top cover of the leading section of the main body of the printer.
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6 Confirm that the media passes through the center position of the leading section.

% If the positions are misaligned, correct the position by confirming both scales of the leading sec-

tion.

7 Close the top cover of the leading section.

8 Open the cover of the web guide of Roll Winder RW-210.
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9 Press the center positioning key of the web guide of Roll Winder RW-210.

10 Adjust the position of the sensor unit to make the value of the web guide ±0.0.

% Loosen the upper knob of the web guide to move the sensor unit back and forth. When you move 

the sensor unit to the front and to the back, the value is changed to the minus and plus directions, 

respectively. After adjustment, tighten the knob to fix it.

11 Press the manual mode key of the web guide of Roll Winder RW-210.
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12 Replace the media wound by the media core of Roll Winder RW-210.

% This procedure is necessary for removing the media wound being misaligned and replacing the me-

dia. For the steps, refer to page 4-29.

13 Press [Nip On/Off] on the "Stop" screen of the touch panel to fix the media.

The black circle and lateral line indicate the roller and media, respectively. When you fix the media, the 

media is displayed in red.

14 Press [Unwind mandrel On/Off] and [Rewind mandrel On/Off] to fix the media.

When the media is fixed, [-] is displayed in the circle.

15 Press [Start].
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16 Confirm that the value of [Web Speed] switches to [0m/min].

17 Confirm the MACHINE screen on the touch panel and press [Start Convey].

% Confirm that the status of Roll Winder RW-110/Roll Winder RW-210 is displayed in blue.

NOTICE
Redo it from step 1 if the value of the web guide set to ±0 is not stable or the media is wound being 
misaligned.

18 Install the cover of the web guide of Roll Winder RW-110 and Roll Winder RW-210.
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4.2.7 Specify the paper type and thickness (Weight)

Before printing, specify paper conditions such as the paper type and thickness (weight) on the main body to 

suit the media type.

For details, refer to the User's Guide.

1 Press [Paper Setting] on the MACHINE screen.

The "Paper Setting" screen is displayed.

2 Press [Change Setting].

The "Change IndividualSet" screen is displayed.
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3 Select [Paper Type] from [Change Setting] on the left of the screen, and select a key from [Paper Type] 

on the right of the screen.

[Available Weight settings] vary depending on the [Paper Type].

4 Select [Weight] from the buttons under [Change Setting] on the left, and set [Weight], [Speed], and 

[Weight Unit] from the buttons under [Weight] on the right.

The available setting varies depending on the paper type you select in [Paper Type].

5 Press [OK].
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6 Press [Close].

The screen returns to the MACHINE screen.
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4.3 Replacing the media

This section describes how to replace the media easily by adding the media with using the workbench of 

Roll Winder RW-110.

Operate the following procedures to replace the media. Before replacing the media, prepare the following 

items.

- Cutter knife

- Masking tape (more than 30 mm / 1.18" in width)

- Ruler

- Lifter

NOTICE
Before setting or replacing the media, turn on the main power switch and sub power switch of the main 
body, and the main power switch and sub power switch of Roll Winder RW-110/Roll Winder RW-210.

Workflow

Set the media to the unwinder spindle: page 4-23

Connect the media using the workbench: page 4-25

Convey the media: page 4-28

4.3.1 Set the media to the unwinder spindle

1 Fix the media with the four included magnets and cut it along the groove for cutter for the workbench 

of Roll Winder RW-110.

Be careful not to cut your hand when cutting the media.
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2 Open the safety cover, remove the two external magnets, and wind the separated section to the un-

winder spindle side.

3 Press [Unwind mandrel On/Off] on the touch panel to release fixture of the media.

% If [-] is displayed in the circle, press the button to hide [-].

4 Remove the media core of the unchanged media from the unwinder spindle.

% If the remaining amount of the media is large, it will be heavy. Remove the media using a lifter, etc.
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5 Set the new media in the unwinder spindle.

4.3.2 Connect the media using the workbench

1 Insert the tip of the new media into the workbench through outside the rollers 1 and 2.

% For the positions of the rollers 1 and 2, refer to page 4-8.

2 Put the rear end of the cut media on the front end of the media to join, and then fix it with four magnets.
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3 Press [Unwind mandrel On/Off] on the touch panel to fix the media.

When the media is fixed, [-] is displayed in the circle.

4 Cut the overlapping part of the media with following the cutter groove on the workbench.

% After cutting, remove the overlapped part.

Be careful not to cut your hand when cutting the media.

5 Stick the joint part of the media from the back side with masking tape.

% Stick to protrude the masking tape from both ends of the media.

21

3 4
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6 Stick the joint part of the media from the front side with masking tape.

% Stick to protrude the masking tape from both ends of the media.

NOTICE
Adhere the joint firmly by rubbing the surface of the masking tape to avoid peeling the media during 
transport.

7 Cut the protruded parts of the masking tape from both ends of the joint part.

8 Remove the four magnets.
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4.3.3 Convey the media

NOTICE
Before conveying the media, turn on the main power switch and sub power switch of the main body, and 
the main power switch and sub power switch of Roll Winder RW-110/Roll Winder RW-210.

1 Prepare the machine to print.

% For details, refer to page 3-4.

2 Press [Start Convey] on the MACHINE screen on the touch panel of the main body to convey the media.

3 Check the condition of the media, and press [Stop Convey] on the MACHINE screen on the touch panel 

of the main body.
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4.4 Replacing the media core

This section describes how to replace the media core of Roll Winder RW-210.

- To replace the media when the print job is finished

- To replace the media when the winding diameter reaches the maximum value 500 mm / 19.69"

- To replace the media when removing the media wound being misaligned

NOTICE
Before taking the media from Roll Winder RW-210, make sure that this machine is stopped.

4.4.1 Set the media core to the rewinder spindle

Before setting the media core to the rewinder spindle, prepare the following items.

- Scissors

- Masking tape (more than 30 mm / 1.18" in width)

- Ruler

- Lifter

1 Press [Stop] on the "Run" screen on the touch panel.

The "Stop" screen is displayed.

Be sure to switch to the "Stop" screen before making the operation.
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2 Cut the media by keeping the length of the media wound by the media core of Roll Winder RW-210.

NOTICE
Keep such a length that the edge of the media can reach a new media core.

When cutting the paper, be careful not to injure your hands or fingers.

3 Stick the cut media edge to the media with the masking tape.

4 Press [Rewind mandrel On/Off] on the touch panel to release fixture of the media.

If [-] is displayed in the circle, press the button to hide [-].
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5 Remove the printed media with using a lifter.

6 Place the new media core on the rewinder spindle.

% Set the media core with its edge adjusted with the position of 330 mm/12.99" of the scale on the 

rewinder spindle.

7 Press [Rewind mandrel On/Off] on the touch panel to fix the media.

When the media is fixed, [-] is displayed in the circle.
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8 Attach the media to the media core with masking tape.

NOTICE
Be sure to attach in three positions, center, back, and front in the order to equalize the tension on the 
front and back.

Make sure the media is securely adhered to the media core. Otherwise, the media may lean to one side.

1
2

3
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4.5 Splicing the media (For cleaning/clearing paper jam)

When cleaning the inside of the main body or clearing a paper jam, remove the media from the main body. 

In this case, it is necessary to cut or connect the media in other than the workbench of Roll Winder RW-110.

This section describes how to connect the media using Roll Winder RW-210 and the main body after clean-

ing or clearing a paper jam.

NOTICE
It is difficult to connect the edges of the media in other than the workbench, so connect the edges of the me-
dia by overlapping them.

4.5.1 Connect the media between Roll Winder RW-210 and the main body

To connect the media in other than the workbench, prepare the following items.

- Scissors

- Masking tape (more than 30 mm / 1.18" in width)

1 Overlap the end of the media remaining onto the end of the media that has been cut between the main 

body and Roll Winder RW-210, by about 10 cm.

2 Adhere the joint of the media from the back side with masking tape.

% Stick to protrude the masking tape from both ends of the media.
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3 Stick the joint part of the media from the front side with masking tape.

% Stick to protrude the masking tape from both ends of the media.

NOTICE
Adhere the joint firmly by rubbing the surface of the masking tape to avoid peeling the media during 
transport.

4 Cut the protruded parts of the masking tape from both ends of the joint part.

% When the procedures are completed, convey the media. For details, refer to page 4-28.
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4.6 Additional printing on the media with eye mark printed

This section describes the procedure to detect the eye mark printed on the front or back surface of the media 

and execute additional printing.

Tips

- When the optional External Sensor Kit ES-101 is installed, this function can be used.

Workflow

Conditions of detection of eye mark: page 4-36

Install External Sensor Kit ES-101: page 4-36

Turn on the additional printing function: page 4-44

Confirm/change the teach-in mode: page 4-45

Adjust the sensor position: page 4-46

Adjust the position of the media: page 4-47

Adjust ES-101: page 4-48

Print test pages: page 4-55

Adjust the additional printing position: page 4-55

Print all pages: page 4-56
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4.6.1 Conditions of detection of eye mark

Eye mark can be detected within the range of the paper feed width of 330 mm/12.99".

4.6.2 Install External Sensor Kit ES-101

Install External Sensor Kit ES-101 to the leading section of the main body of the printer. Install it in the 

correct position aligned with the position of the eye mark.

Removing ES-101

ES-101 is installed to the upper or lower side of the leading section. When moving ES-101 from the upper 

side to the lower side or vice versa, remove ES-101.

Tips

The following describes the procedure to remove ES-101 installed to the upper side of the leading section. 

Follow the same procedure when removing ES-101 installed to the lower side of the leading section.

1 Open the top cover of the leading section of the main body of the printer.

330 mm/12.99"
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2 Remove two screws from the leading section to remove ES-101.

Remove it by holding ES-101 with hand.

3 Remove the rotation knob from ES-101.

4 Turn the nut of the sensor cable and remove the sensor cable from ES-101.

Installing ES-101 (When checking the eye mark in the upper side of the me-

dia)

When checking the eye mark in the upper side of the media, install ES-101 to the upper side of the leading 

section.

2

1
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1 Install the sensor cover and sensor holder to ES-101 and fix them with two screws.

Install the sensor holder with Up engraved.
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2 Pull the sensor cable into inside of the leading section.

3 Install the sensor cable to ES-101 and turn the nut to fix it.

2

1
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4 Install ES-101 to the upper sensor slider and fix it with two screws.

Install it by holding ES-101 with hand.

5 Install the rotation knob.

6 Fix the sensor cable with a clamp.
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Installing ES-101 (When checking the eye mark in the lower side of the me-

dia)

When checking the eye mark in the lower side of the media, install ES-101 to the lower side of the leading 

section.

1 Install the sensor cover and sensor holder to ES-101 and fix them with two screws.

Install the sensor holder with Lw engraved.
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2 Take out the sensor cable from the leading section and remove it from the clamp.

3 Install the sensor cable to ES-101 and turn the nut to fix it.

2
1
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4 Install ES-101 to the lower sensor slider and fix it with two screws.

Install it by holding ES-101 with hand.

5 Install the rotation knob.

6 Fix the sensor cable with a clamp.
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4.6.3 Turn on the additional printing function

Turn on the [additional printing mode] on the MACHINE screen.

- When [Additional Printing Mode] is turned on, continuous job printing is impossible.

- When outputting a test pattern, the normal mode applies even if [Additional Printing Mode] is turned on.
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4.6.4 Confirm/change the teach-in mode

The calibration mode of ES-101 is set to dynamic teach-in.

If less than four LEDs are lighting or detection of the eye mark is unstable when the eye mark is to be checked, 

change the calibration mode to two-point teach-in and confirm again.

Confirm the teach-in mode

1 Long-press the + and - buttons of ES-101 at the same time.

The mode is switched to the teach-in mode.

2 Confirm the current teach-in mode.

The teach-in mode varies depending on the lighting status of LED as follows.

3 Long-press the + and - buttons of ES-101 at the same time to return to the normal mode.

Dynamic teach-in Two-point teach-in
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Change in the teach-in mode

Change the teach-in mode.

1 Long-press the + and - buttons of ES-101 at the same time.

The mode is switched to the teach-in mode.

2 Press the + button twice.

The setting of the teach-in mode can be confirmed.

3 Press the SET button.

The teach-in mode becomes selectable.

4 Press the + or - button to switch the teach-in mode.

LED lights as follows depending on the selected teach-in mode.

% Dynamic teach-in

--........

% Two-point teach-in

........--

5 Press the SET button.

The teach-in mode is set.

6 Long-press the + and - buttons of ES-101 at the same time to return to the normal mode.

4.6.5 Adjust the sensor position

Adjust the longitudinal position and angle of ES-101 to enable detection of the eye mark.

1 Set the media with eye mark.

% For details, refer to page 4-4.

2 Loosen the rotation knob and adjust the longitudinal position and angle of ES-101 so that the red spot 

mark projected from ES-101 passes above the eye mark.
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4.6.6 Adjust the position of the media

When adjusting ES-101, you can adjust the position of the media by the following procedure.

1 Feed the media in the conveyance direction with the delivering knob.

2 Feed the media by holding both of its edges with hands in the feeding direction in the leading section.
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4.6.7 Adjust ES-101

Adjust ES-101 to enable correct detection of the eye mark.

For black eye mark with white background

1 Keep pressing the SET button with the red spot mark projected from ES-101 aligned with the black eye 

mark.
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2 Feed the media in the conveyance or feeding direction and release the SET button where the spot mark 

is on the white background.
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For white eye mark with black background

1 Keep pressing the SET button with the red spot mark projected from ES-101 aligned with the white eye 

mark.
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2 Feed the media in the conveyance or feeding direction and release the SET button where the spot mark 

is on the black background.
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Confirmation of the detection stability

Confirm the lighting status of LED.

-.........

One LED is lighting: Detectable

----......

Two to four LEDs are lighting: Good detection

----------

Five or more LEDs are lighting: Stable detection
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4.6.8 Install the reflection holder

To check the eye mark of the media through which sensor light passes such as a transparent film, install the 

reflection holder.

Installing the reflection holder (When checking the eye mark in the upper 

side of the media)

1 Install the reflection holder to the sensor holder.

Install the sensor holder with Lw engraved.

2 Open the cover of the leading section.

3 Install the assembled reflection holder to the lower sensor slider and fix it with two screws.

Align the longitudinal position of the reflection holder with the position of the eye mark.

4 Install the rotation knob.
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5 Close the cover of leading section.

Installing the reflection holder (When checking the eye mark in the lower side 

of the media)

1 Install the reflection holder to the sensor holder.

Install the sensor holder with Up engraved.

2 Open the cover of the leading section.

3 Install the assembled reflection holder to the upper sensor slider and fix it with two screws.

Align the longitudinal position of the reflection holder with the position of the eye mark.

4 Install the rotation knob.

5 Close the cover of leading section.
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4.6.9 Print test pages

Print a test page before printing a job. Adjust the image position and image quality as necessary.

For details, refer to page 3-8.

4.6.10 Adjust the additional printing position

If it is necessary to adjust the image position as a result of confirmation printing, adjust the additional printing 

position (vertical/horizontal) on the "Registration Adj." screen.

When printing, heat in the fixing section may cause the media to enlarge or shrink. How much the paper is 

affected depends on the type or thickness (weight) of the paper; therefore, after changing the media, always 

perform the [Registration Adj.].

1 Press [Registration Adj.] on the MACHINE screen.

The "Registration Adj." screen is displayed.

2 Press [Additional Printing Position].

[Additional Printing Position] is displayed only when [Additional Printing Mode] is turned ON on the MA-

CHINE screen.
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3 Enter the vertical/horizontal position of the media.

% The vertical position can be adjusted between -5.0 and +5.0.

% The horizontal position can be adjusted between -20.0 and +400.0.

When you press [Reset], the settings return to the defaults.

4 Press [Close].

The screen returns to the MACHINE screen.

4.6.11 Print all pages

Print all pages of the job.

For details, refer to page 3-29.
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5 Cleaning

5.1 Cleaning parts and intervals

This section describes the parts and intervals to clean the main body.

- Using tack paper sticks adhesive on the conveyance route, and it may cause a media conveyance fail-

ure. In order to realize the best performance, it is recommended to clean the machine in the following 

frequency.

- Properly clean the exterior of the machine and the control panel.

For details about cleaning, refer to the following:

- Daily cleaning: page 5-5

- Weekly cleaning: page 5-12

- Monthly cleaning: page 5-22

- Clean the exterior: page 5-24

- Clean the control panel: page 5-25

- Clean the web guide: page 5-26

7CAUTION 
- When cleaning, be careful not to injure your hands with the edges of the metal plates and paper.

NOTICE
Depending on paper, cleaning may need to be performed at intervals shorter than the recommended ones.

No. Cleaning Parts Recommended Intervals

1 Roll Winder RW-110 Monthly

2 Leading section Daily

3 Delivering section

4 Roll Winder RW-210 Daily or Monthly

5 Internal machine items Weekly
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Follow the procedures below to timely check for adhesive and perform cleaning.

1. Open the nip safety cover of Roll Winder RW-210 and make sure that no adhesive has stuck to the 

nip roller. If any adhesive sticks to the parts, clean them. For details, refer to page 5-9.

2. Make sure that no adhesive has stuck to Roll Winder RW-110, leading section, delivering section, 

or the machine interior. If any adhesive sticks to the parts, clean them. For details, refer to page 5-5, 

page 5-12.

3. When cleaning the machine, be sure to turn off all of the main power switch and sub power switch 

of the main body, and the main power switch and sub power switch of Roll Winder RW-110/Roll 

Winder RW-210.
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5.2 Daily cleaning

Perform cleaning on a daily basis. When cleaning is complete, be sure to perform the position adjustment of 

parts.

Before cleaning, prepare the following items.

- IPA (Isopropyl alcohol)

- Clean soft cloth

- Ruler

Clean the leading section: page 5-5

Clean the delivering section: page 5-7

Clean Roll Winder RW-210: page 5-9

Adjust the position of the media: page 5-10

 When the cleaning is complete, be sure to perform the position adjustment of the media.

NOTICE
When cleaning the machine, use a soft cloth dampened with isopropyl alcohol. Other solvents may cause mal-
function.

5.2.1 Clean the leading section

1 Open the front door of Roll Winder RW-110.

2 Open the top cover of the leading section.
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3 Slide the knob on the tension roller 1 right to unlock and push the tension roller 1 back to remove.

4 Use isopropyl alcohol to clean adhesive sticking to both ends of the tension roller 1.

% Keep in mind that the shaft with a groove is for the front side.

5 Clean tension roller 2, tension roller 3, tension roller 4, aligning roller, and the guide plate.

% While shifting paper forward and backward or lifting it up, clean the sides and central portions of the 

parts with isopropyl alcohol.

To prevent injuries, pay attention to the protrusions on the guide plate during cleaning.

1

2
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6 Install the tension roller 1.

% Insert the rear shaft of the tension roller 1 into the hole, and then insert the front shaft into the hole.

% Make sure that it clicks when attaching.

% Go to page 5-7.

5.2.2 Clean the delivering section

1 Turn the thumbscrews on the top cover of the delivering section to detach the top cover of the de-

livering section.

2 Clean the upper delivering roller.
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3 While lifting up the paper, clean the lower delivering roller and the guide plate.

4 Turn the feeding knob slowly and clean the parts of the upper delivering roller and the lower deliv-

ering roller that are yet to be cleaned up.

5 Turn the thumbscrews on the top cover of the delivering section to attach the top cover of the de-

livering section.

% Go to page 5-9.
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5.2.3 Clean Roll Winder RW-210

1 Open the nip safety cover of Roll Winder RW-210.

2 Clean the nip roller while spinning it.

% Firmly clean the nip roller as adhesive easily sticks to the both ends of the roller.

NOTICE
After cleaning is complete, allow isopropyl alcohol to dry before attaching the nip roller.

3 Close the nip safety cover of Roll Winder RW-210.

% Go to page 5-10.
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5.2.4 Adjust the position of the media

Adjust the positions of the media before operating the machine.

NOTICE
When cleaning is complete, be sure to adjust the positions of the media. Otherwise, the media may meander 
or move sideways while being fed. 
If the media of the rewinder spindle is wound being misaligned, replace the media. For details, refer to the 
following page. 
Replacing the media core: page 4-29

1 Turn on Roll Winder RW-110/Roll Winder RW-210 to display the "Stop" screen on the touch panel.

% For how to turn on the power, refer to the following page.

% ON/OFF of Roll Winder RW-110/Roll Winder RW-210: page 2-7

2 Press [Unwind mandrel On/Off] on the "Stop" screen to release the fixture of the media.

If [-] is displayed in the circle, press the button to hide [-].

3 Align the edge of the media with 330 mm/12.99" of the scale of the unwinder spindle.

4 Press [Unwind mandrel On/Off] on the "Stop" screen of the touch panel to fix the media.

When the media is fixed, [-] is displayed in the circle.
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5 Feed the media to Roll Winder RW-110.

% For details, refer to page 4-8.

6 Feed the media to the main body of the printer.

% For details, refer to page 4-9.

7 Open the leading section of the main body and check the following.

% The media does not protrude from each roller.

% The media is centered against the scale marks indicated on the main body.

8 Close the top cover of the leading section.

9 Feed the media to Roll Winder RW-210.

% For details, refer to page 4-12.
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5.3 Weekly cleaning

This section describes how to clean the parts that need cleaning weekly.

Before cleaning, prepare the following items.

- IPA (Isopropyl alcohol)

- Clean soft cloth

- Ruler

- Scissors

- Cutter knife

- Masking tape (width more than 30 mm / 1.18")

NOTICE
When cleaning the machine, use a soft cloth dampened with isopropyl alcohol. Other solvents may cause mal-
function.

5.3.1 Clean the interior of the main body

1 Open the front door of Roll Winder RW-210.

2 Cut the paper between the delivering section of the main unit and Roll Winder RW-210.

3 Open the front door of Roll Winder RW-110.
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4 Open the top cover of the leading section.

5 Slowly pull out the media by hand from the leading section side.

NOTICE
Pull the media out straight. Pulling out the media diagonally can cause it to remain in the main body, 
resulting in a feeding error.

6 Turn ON the sub power switch of the main body.

7 Open the front door of the main body.

8 Move the lever [M1] to the left, then pull out the ADU.
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9 Insert paper under the leaf spring (front) and the leaf spring (back).

% Adhesive may be stuck on the bottom of the leaf spring. Inserting paper prevents adhesive from 

sticking to the conveyance section.

10 Remove the leaf spring (front) and the leaf spring (back).

% To detach the leaf spring (front) and the leaf spring (back), unlock the hooks near the knobs first.

% After unlocking the hooks near the knobs, open the cover [M2], and then unlock the hooks on the 

other side.

1

2

3
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Be careful not to cut your hand when attaching or detaching the leaf spring (front) and the leaf spring 

(back).

NOTICE
Glue sticking to the conveyance section can cause a feeding error. Be sure to insert paper first.

The leaf spring (front) has a round protrusion, while the leaf spring (back) does not. Make sure to use 
the correct springs when attaching them.

Do not apply too much force when attaching or detaching the leaf spring (front) or the leaf spring 
(back). Doing this can cause deformation of the springs.

11 Clean the leaf spring (front) and the leaf spring (back).

% Firmly clean the springs as adhesive easily sticks to them.

12 Follow the reverse procedure to detach the leaf springs, attach the leaf spring (front) and the leaf 

spring (back).

% After attaching, make sure that both leaf springs are hooked up.
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13 Clean the pre-transfer roller 1, pre-transfer roller 2, cover [M2], and cover [M3].

% Firmly clean the pre-transfer roller 1, pre-transfer roller 2, cover [M2], and cover [M3] as adhe-

sive easily sticks to the both ends of the parts.

14 Clean the secondary transfer roller.

% Clean the secondary transfer roller while spinning it.

NOTICE
Clean only both ends of the secondary transfer roller. Touching other parts may cause the deteriora-
tion of the print quality.

15 Insert the ADU and return the lever [M1] to the original position.

NOTICE
Gently insert the ADU to avoid strong shock. Note that applying a strong impact to the main body affects 
the setting position of the main body and may cause a meandering.
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16 Close the front door of the main body.

17 Cut the tips of the media in the leading section into triangle strips.

18 Set the media to the leading section.

% Set the media so that it is pulled under the leading section.

NOTICE
Be careful not to let the pulled media be touched on the floor.

Go to page 5-18.
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5.3.2 Set the media to the main body

NOTICE
Before starting the work, turn on the main power switch and sub power switch of the main body, and the 
main power switch and sub power switch of Roll Winder RW-110/Roll Winder RW-210.

1 Pull out about 1.5 m of media from Roll Winder RW-110 to the main body of the printer.

2 Open the top cover of the leading section of the main body of the printer.

3 Pass the edge of the media between the tension roller 1 and tension roller 2.

4 Pass the media on the tension roller 4 and then between the tension roller 4 and tension roller 5.
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5 Set the tips of the media to the main body along the guide plate.

% Confirm with the scale of the leading section that the media passes through the center position of 

the leading section.

NOTICE
Do not set the leading edge of the media to the main body before turning ON the machine. If the leading 
edge of the media is set before the machine is turned ON, the J-1755 JAM code is displayed when the 
machine is turned ON.

6 Feed the media into the inside of the main body until [Start Convey] on the MACHINE screen on the 

touch panel on the main body lights.

NOTICE
Stop feeding the media when [Start Convey] lights. Auto stop may not work after pressing [Start Convey] 
if the leading edge of the media reaches near the main body exit.
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7 Press [Start Convey].

The media goes through the main body and stops automatically.

NOTICE
When the status indicator under Roll Winder RW-110 on the MACHINE screen on the touch panel of 
the main body lights in red, it indicates that an error occurred. Check the error and solve the problem.

8 Close the top cover of the leading section.

% Before closing the top cover, confirm that the rolling edge is not out of the guide.

9 Connect the paper between the delivering section of the main unit and Roll Winder RW-210.

10 Convey the media.

% For details, refer to page 4-28.
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5.3.3 Clean the web cleaner

Open the safety cover of Roll Winder RW-110 and clean inside the stainless tray in the front side of the brush.

NOTICE
Remove the media before cleaning.
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5.4 Monthly cleaning

This section describes how to clean the parts that need cleaning monthly.

Before cleaning, prepare the following items.

- IPA (Isopropyl alcohol)

- Seal peeling spray

- Clean soft cloth

5.4.1 Clean the workbench

Paper scraps (liner) may enter the grooves of the workbench of Roll Winder RW-110.

Apply the seal peeling spray and wipe it with a dry soft cloth.

NOTICE
Remove the media before cleaning.

If a paper scrap (liner) enters the groove, remove it immediately.

5.4.2 Clean the roller

Wipe the rollers other than the nip roller of Roll Winder RW-210 with a dry soft cloth. If the dirt cannot be 

removed, use a soft cloth dampened with isopropyl alcohol.

NOTICE
Remove the media before cleaning.

Do not use water because metal will rust.
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5.4.3 Clean the inspection table

Wipe the inspection table of Roll Winder RW-210 with a dry soft cloth. If the dirt cannot be removed, use a 

soft cloth dampened with isopropyl alcohol.

NOTICE
Remove the media before cleaning.

Do not use water because the internal metal will rust.

5.4.4 Check the compressor

Check the following part.

- Check the remaining oil (only the fueling-type compressor)

- Remove the water accumulated in the compressor (only the drain-type compressor)

- Clean the air filter (only the air-filter type compressor)

5.4.5 Clean the web cleaner

Open the front door of Roll Winder RW-110 and clean the box between the two brushes.

NOTICE
Remove the media before cleaning.
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5.5 Clean the exterior

Wipe the exterior clean with a soft cloth dampened slightly with a household detergent.

Wipe the exteriors of Roll Winder RW-110 and Roll Winder RW-210 with a dry soft cloth.

NOTICE
When cleaning the machine, be sure to turn off all of the main power switch and sub power switch of the 
main body, and the main power switch and sub power switch of Roll Winder RW-110/Roll Winder 
RW-210. Never use paint solvents, such as benzine or thinners, to clean the exterior.
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5.6 Clean the control panel

Wipe the surface of the control panel clean using a soft dry cloth.

NOTICE
When cleaning, be careful not to press the control panel buttons and the touch panel too hard. Never use 
neutral detergent, glass cleaner, or paint solvents such as benzine or thinners to clean the control panel.
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5.7 Clean the web guide

Remove the lids of the web guides of Roll Winder RW-110 and Roll Winder RW-210 and wipe the surfaces 

with a dry soft cloth.
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6 Troubleshooting

6.1 Replenishing toner supply

When toner supply from the toner bottle becomes less than 1%, the following message will appear in the 

message area of the screen.

[No toner / Please add toner (K)]

The toner color indicator to be supplied lights in yellow in the [Consumable/Scrap] indicators area of the MA-

CHINE screen.

On bottom right of the MACHINE screen, the replenish toner icon is displayed.

When toner supply becomes less than 1% during printing, the current job can be continued (maximum 300 m 

/ 984.24'). Other job cannot be printed unless the toner is replenished. Jobs can be accepted.

The current job stops when the toner becomes empty.

Toner bottles can even be replaced during printing.

Before replacing a toner bottle, be sure to check the toner type number indicated on the front of toner bottle 

inlet, and use a toner bottle of the same number. Using wrong toner bottles may cause machine trouble.

Put a used toner bottle into the cover that is used for a new toner bottle, and pack it into the packing box. 

For the subsequent treatment, please contact your service representative.

7WARNING
- Do not throw toner or a container that contains toner (e.g., toner cartridge and developing unit) 

into an open flame. The hot toner may scatter and cause burns or other damage.
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7CAUTION 
- Do not leave toner-related parts (e.g., toner cartridge and developing unit) within easy reach of 

children. Licking any of these parts or ingesting toner could damage your health.

- Do not store toner-related parts (e.g., toner cartridge and developing unit) near devices suscep-

tible to magnetism, such as precision equipment and data storage devices, otherwise they may 

malfunction. They could cause these products to malfunction.

- Do not force open the toner-related parts (e.g., toner cartridge and developing unit). If toner tum-

bles from the toner bottle, take utmost care to avoid inhaling it or even getting skin contact.

- If toner lands on your skin or clothing, wash thoroughly with soap and water.

- If you inhale toner, move to a place with fresh air and gargle with a lot of water repeatedly. 

Should you get symptoms such as coughing, seek medical advice.

- If you get toner into your eyes, immediately rinse them with running water for over 15 minutes. 

Seek medical advice if irritation persists.

- If you swallow toner, rinse out your mouth and drink a few glasses of water. Seek medical advice 

if necessary.

1 Display the help message on the MACHINE screen, and then press [Consumable/Scrap].

2 Press the [Rep. Toner] tab in the help message area.

3 Perform the process while using [,] or [+] to follow the steps.

dReference
For details on help messages, refer to the [User's Guide].

Tips

- The number of replacements of the toner bottle can be counted. For details, contact your service rep-

resentative.
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6.2 Replacing waste toner box

When the waste toner box becomes almost full, the following message will appear in the message area of 

the screen.

[Waste toner box is full / Please replace the box]

The waste toner box indicator in the [Consumable/Scrap] indicators area of the MACHINE screen lights up 

in yellow.

When the waste toner box becomes almost full during printing, the current job can be continued (maximum 

300 m / 984.3'). Other job cannot be printed unless the waste toner box is replaced. Jobs can be accepted.

The current job will stop when the waste toner box becomes full.

7WARNING
NEVER throw the waste toner box into a fire.

- Otherwise, the toner may ignite and cause a dangerous situation.

- For details about handling the waste toner box, contact your service representative.

1 Display the help message on the MACHINE screen, and then press [Consumable/Scrap].

2 Press the [Waste Toner] tab in the help message area.

3 Perform the process while using [,] or [+] to follow the steps.
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dReference
For details on help messages, refer to the [User's Guide].

6.3 Stop by paper mismatch during printing

If the paper type which is set on the printing job sent is not same as the paper type which is set on [Paper 

Setting] of the main body, the printing job is paused.

In such a case, the [MACHINE] tab blinks in orange and the following message is displayed.

[Please load designated paper]

To release the machine suspension and start printing, the following methods are provided:

- Cancel printing, change media, and restart printing

- Forcibly print on the set media

- Force print will be performed on the set media regardless of the paper setting.

Cancel printing, change media, and restart printing

1 Press [JOB LIST].

2 Press [Reserved Job].
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3 Select the job to cancel printing for and click [Delete].

4 Press [Cancel Job].

Printing is canceled.

5 Replace the media which is set on the printing job.

% For details about how to replace the media, refer to page 4-4.

6 Press Start on the control panel.

Stop

Start
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Forcibly print on the set media

1 Press [Confirm Details].

A dialog will be displayed.

2 Press [Forced Output].

The MACHINE screen is restored with the message "Press [Start] to restart".

3 Press Start on the control panel.

Stop

Start
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6.4 Clearing paper jams

6.4.1 How to view the animation guidance

When a paper misfeed occurs while printing or conveying paper, the machine displays details of the paper 

jam, the JAM code, and the area(s) where the misfeed occurred on the screen.

The Start LED turns orange on the control panel, and machine operation cannot be continued until all the 

locations are cleared.

[JAM Position] screen

Details of the paper jam and JAM code are displayed in the message area. For details about the JAM code, 

refer to page 6-10.

The paper jam clear method and the jam location number below are displayed in [JAM Position].

- 94: Conveyor section inside the main body

- 95: Fixing section or delivery section inside the main body

- 96: Items related to Roll Winder RW-110 or Roll Winder RW-210

Tips

- Press [Close] to change to the MACHINE screen.
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- Even if the MACHINE screen is displayed, the paper jam location is marked by (red circle). Press 

[Confirm Details] to change to the "JAM Position" screen.

6.4.2 JAM code list

If a JAM code is displayed, clear the jam following the instructions described below.

JAM code Jam location 
number

Where to check Function Instructions

J-1711 94 Feeding and con-
veying section

Paper does not 
reach to the pre-
transfer sensor.

Remove the paper 
inside the main 
body, and then 
open and close 
the front door of 
the main body. 
For instructions 
on how to remove 
the paper, refer to 
page 6-13.

J-1712 94 Conveyor sensor 
error.

J-1713 94 Pretransfer sen-
sor error.

J-1714 95 Delivering rollers 
do not spin.

Check the condi-
tion of the paper 
set, and then 
open and close 
the front door of 
the main body. 
For details, refer 
to page 6-23.

J-1755 94 Conveyor sensor 
error.

Remove the paper 
inside the main 
body, and then 
open and close 
the front door of 
the main body. 
For instructions 
on how to remove 
the paper, refer to 
page 6-13.

J-1756 94 Pretransfer sen-
sor error.
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J-3105 95 Fixing/delivering 
section

Paper winds fus-
ing unit.

Remove the paper 
inside the main 
body, and then 
open and close 
the front door of 
the main body. 
For details, refer 
to page 6-24.

Important:
If the paper can-
not be pulled out 
from the deliver-
ing section, con-
tact your service 
representative.

J-3112 94 Feeding and con-
veying section

Centering im-
proper.

Remove the paper 
inside the main 
body, and then 
open and close 
the front door of 
the main body. 
For instructions 
on how to remove 
the paper, refer to 
page 6-13.
Adjust the posi-
tion of the set me-
dia, if necessary. 
For details, refer 
to page 5-10.

J-3140 94 Feeding and con-
veying section

Engine error Remove the paper 
inside the main 
body, and then 
open and close 
the front door of 
the main body. 
For instructions 
on how to remove 
the paper, refer to 
page 6-13.

JAM code Jam location 
number

Where to check Function Instructions
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J-3152 95 Fixing/delivering 
section

Fusing loop sen-
sor error.

Remove the paper 
inside the main 
body, and then 
open and close 
the front door of 
the main body. 
For instructions 
on how to remove 
the paper, refer to 
page 6-13.

J-3210 95 Paper does not 
reach to the deliv-
ering sensor.

J-3211 95 Delivering sensor 
error.

J-3251 95 Fusing unit too 
hot.

Remove the paper 
inside the main 
body, and then 
open and close 
the front door of 
the main body af-
ter completing the 
fixing cooling. For 
instructions on 
how to remove 
the paper, refer to 
page 6-13.

J-3252 95 Delivering sensor 
error.

Remove the paper 
inside the main 
body, and then 
open and close 
the front door of 
the main body. 
For instructions 
on how to remove 
the paper, refer to 
page 6-13.

J-5101 - Main body front 
door

Main body front 
door is open.

J-5110 94 Feeding and con-
veying section

Error of a detec-
tion failure of eye 
mark for addition-
al printing

1. Confirm wheth-
er the eye mark 
for additional 
printing is aligned 
correctly.
2. Open and close 
the front door of 
the main body.

J-5111 94 Feeding and con-
veying section

Reading error of 
eye mark for addi-
tional printing

1. Reading of eye 
mark failed. Con-
firm whether the 
eye mark for addi-
tional printing is 
aligned correctly.
2. Open and close 
the front door of 
the main body to 
restart printing.

J-5120 94 Feeding and con-
veying section

Roller set detec-
tion error

1. Confirm the 
speed detection 
sensor of the 
printer.
2. Open the front 
door of the main 
body and confirm 
the paper.

JAM code Jam location 
number

Where to check Function Instructions
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6.4.3 Remove paper jam inside the main body

1 Open the front door of Roll Winder.

2 Cut the media.

When cutting the paper, be careful not to injure your hands or fingers.

3 Open the front door of Roll Winder.

J-5121 94 Feeding and con-
veying section

Fusing speed cor-
rection error

1. Confirm the 
speed detection 
sensor of the 
printer.
2. Open the front 
door of the main 
body and confirm 
the paper.

J-5102 96 Roll Winder 
RW-110/Roll 
Winder RW-210

Error related to 
Roll Winder 
RW-110/Roll 
Winder RW-210 
(while printing or 
conveying paper)

1. Remove the pa-
per inside the 
main body, and 
then open and 
close the front 
door of the main 
body. For instruc-
tions on how to 
remove the paper, 
refer to 
page 6-13.
2. Check the sta-
tus of Roll Winder 
RW-110/Roll 
Winder RW-210.

J-5103 96 Roll Winder 
RW-110/Roll 
Winder RW-210

Error related to 
Roll Winder 
RW-110/Roll 
Winder RW-210 
(except for 
J-5102)

1. Check the con-
dition of the paper 
set, and then 
open and close 
the front door of 
the main body.
2. Check the sta-
tus of Roll Winder 
RW-110/Roll 
Winder RW-210.

JAM code Jam location 
number

Where to check Function Instructions
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4 Open the top cover of the leading section, slightly loosen the media and cut the media with scissors.

When cutting the paper, be careful not to injure your hands or fingers.

NOTICE
If any adhesive sticks to the tension roller 1, clean them. For details, refer to page 5-5.

5 Pull out the media from the delivering section.

When pulling out the media, do not apply excessive force and pull it out straight.

If JAM code [J-3105] is displayed, the paper may coil around the fixing unit. If the media cannot be 

pulled out from the delivering section, contact your service representative. Pulling out the media with 

excessive force may cause machine troubles.

6 Open the front door of the main body.
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7 Move the lever [M1] to the left, then pull out the ADU.

8 Open the cover [M2] and cover [M3] and check for adhesive sticking or paper remaining inside the 

machine.

% If any adhesive sticks to the parts, clean inside the machine.

Check if adhesive peeled from the pasted part and stuck to the guide plate as well as adhesive run-

ning off the edge of the media.

% If paper remains, remove it.

% If the JAM code [J-3112] is displayed, check if the centering sensor located behind the cover [M3] 

is clean.

9 Confirm that the leaf spring (back) and leaf spring (front) do not come off.

% If they come off, refer to page 5-12 and reattach them.

DO NOT put your hand into the fixing part of the fixing unit.

% Otherwise, you may get burned. Be especially careful when pulling out the fixing unit or opening 

the fixing part.
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DO NOT put your hand or arm between the main body and fixing unit.

% Touching a connection terminal or other electric parts may damage the machine or cause unexpect-

ed trouble. Please do not try to work yourself, but contact your service representative.

10 Insert the ADU and return the lever [M1] to the original position.

NOTICE
Gently insert the ADU to avoid strong shock. Note that applying a strong impact to the main body affects 
the setting position of the main body and may cause a meandering.

11 Close the front door of the main body.

12 Cut the tips of the media in the leading section into triangle strips.

13 Set the media to the leading section.

Set the media so that it is pulled under the leading section.

NOTICE
Be careful not to let the pulled media be touched on the floor.
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14 Set the media on the machine.

% For details, refer to page 5-18.

15 Connect the media between the main body and Roll Winder.

% For details, refer to page 4-33.
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6.5 A media feeding error occurs

This section describes typical media errors and remedies for them.

Take an action as shown below according to each problem.

Problem Remedy

Media snakes or is mis-cen-
tered.
The media does not rotate well.

1. Replace the media wound being misaligned.
2. Check the position of the media.
3. Clean adhesive sticking on the parts.
4. Adjust the media conveyance position.
5. Confirm the air pressure of the manometer.

For details, refer to page 6-19.

Jam code J-1714 or J-3105 is 
displayed.

1. Check the position of the media.
2. Clean adhesive sticking on the parts.
3. Clear paper jams.

For details, refer to the following page.
• For J-1714: page 6-23
• For J-3105: page 6-24

White spots appear on the out-
put paper.

1. Check the position of the media.
2. Clean adhesive sticking on the parts.
3. Adjust the second transfer output.

For details, refer to page 6-24.

The media wrinkles. 1. Adjust the fusing speed.

For details, refer to page 6-25.

The media in the feeding section 
goes out alignment.

1. Check the position of the media.
2. Confirm the air pressure of the manometer.

For details, refer to page 6-25.

A roll end error occurs. Roll Winder RW-110 detected roll end.
Replace the media with a new one.

The status of Roll Winder 
RW-110/Roll Winder RW-210 is 
displayed in red.

1. Confirm the preparation before printing.

For details, refer to page 6-25.

"Torque too High, reduce ten-
sion or increase taper" is dis-
played and media is not 
transferred.

1. Confirm the preparation before printing.

For details, refer to page 6-25.

The message "Safety door 
open" is displayed.

Opening of the safety doors of Roll Winder RW-110 and Roll Winder 
RW-210 was detected.
Close all of the safety doors.
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6.5.1 Media snakes or is mis-centered

If paper snakes or leans to one side, the edge of the media may be damaged or images may be out of align-

ment.

If a meandering or mis-centering occurs, possible causes are as follows:

- The media of the rewinder spindle is wound being misaligned.

- The media is not set in the right position.

- The conveyor section is dirty with adhesive.

- The media is not set in the right conveyance position.

Follow the procedures below to solve the problem:

STEP 1: Replace the Media Wound Being Misaligned

 Remove the media wound being misaligned from the rewinder spindle to replace it.

% For details, refer to page 4-29.

STEP 2: Check the Position of the Media

 Check if the media is set in the right position.

% For details, refer to page 5-10.

STEP 3: Clean the Adhesive Sticking on the Parts

 Clean the leading section if it is dirty with adhesive.

% For details, refer to page 5-5.

STEP 4: Adjust the Media Conveyance Position

 Adjust the media conveyance position.

% For details, refer to page 6-20.

STEP 5: Confirm the Air Pressure of the Manometer

 If meandering and mis-centering are not solved even after STEP 4, check the air pressures of the 

manometers of the feeding dancer arm, winding dancer arm, and nip.

% For details, contact your service representative.
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Adjust the media conveyance position to solve meandering and mis-center-

ing

Adjust the media conveyance position to solve meandering and mis-centering of the media. This procedure 

shall be performed after setting the media along the correct route.

1 Open the cover of the web guide of Roll Winder RW-110 and press the center positioning key.

2 Adjust the position of the sensor unit to make the value of the web guide ±0.0.

% Loosen the left knob of the web guide to move the sensor unit back and forth.

% When you move the sensor unit to the front and to the back, the value is changed to the minus and 

plus directions, respectively.

% After adjustment, tighten the knob to fix it.

3 Press the manual mode key of the web guide.

4 Open the front door of Roll Winder RW-110.

-3.4 M

20.0 0.0

0.0 M

20.0 0.0

0.0 M

20.0 0.0
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5 Open the top cover of the leading section of the main body of the printer and confirm that the media 

passes through the center position of the leading section.

% If the positions are misaligned, correct the position by confirming both scales of the leading section.

6 Close the top cover of leading section.

7 Open the cover of the web guide of Roll Winder RW-210 and press the center positioning key.

8 Adjust the position of the sensor unit to make the value of the web guide ±0.0.

% Loosen the upper knob of the web guide to move the sensor unit back and forth.

% When you move the sensor unit to the front and to the back, the value is changed to the minus and 

plus directions, respectively.

% After adjustment, tighten the knob to fix it.

9 Press the manual mode key.

+1.7M

20.0 0.0

0.0M

20.0 0.0

0.0M

20.0 0.0
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10 Remove the media wound by the media core of Roll Winder RW-110.

% For details, refer to page 4-29.

11 Press [Unwind mandrel On/Off] and [Rewind mandrel On/Off] on the "Stop" screen of the touch panel 

on the upper side of Roll Winder RW-210 to fix the media.

% When the media is fixed, [-] is displayed in the circle.

12 Press [Start].

13 Confirm that the value of [Web Speed] switches to [0 m/min].
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14 Press [Start Convey] on the MACHINE screen on the touch panel of the main body.

% Confirm that the status of Roll Winder RW-110 and Roll Winder RW-210 is displayed in blue.

15 Redo it from step 1 if the value of the web guide set to ±0 is not stable or the media is wound being 

misaligned.

16 Install the cover of the web guide of Roll Winder RW-110 and Roll Winder RW-210.

6.5.2 The jam code J-1714 is displayed

The jam code J-1714 is displayed when the machine detects that the delivering roller stops while conveying 

paper at a low speed before printing.

Follow the procedures below to solve the problem:

STEP 1: Check the Position of the Media

 Check if the tension setting of the media has been made properly.

% For details, refer to page 5-10.

STEP 2: Clean the Adhesive Sticking on the Parts

 Clean the leading section or the delivering section if it is dirty with adhesive.

% For details, refer to page 5-5, page 5-7.

STEP 3: Clear Paper Jams

 Open and close the front door of the main body to clear the paper jam.
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6.5.3 The jam code J-3105 is displayed

The jam code J-3105 is displayed when the machine detects that the delivering roller stops while printing 

or conveying paper.

Follow the procedures below to solve the problem:

STEP 1: Check the Position of the Media

 Check if the media is set in the right position.

% For details, refer to page 5-10.

STEP 2: Clean the Adhesive Sticking on the Parts

 Clean the leading section or the delivering section if it is dirty with adhesive.

% For details, refer to page 5-5, page 5-7.

STEP 3: Clear Paper Jams

 Remove the paper inside the main body, and then open and close the front door of the main body 

to clear the paper jam.

% For instructions on how to remove the paper, refer to page 6-13.

% IMPORTANT: If the paper cannot be pulled out from the delivering section, contact your service rep-

resentative. Paper may coil around the fixing unit. Pulling out the paper with excessive force may 

cause machine troubles.

6.5.4 White spots appear on the output paper

White spots (discharge noise) size of 0.1 mm to 1 mm / 0.004" to 0.04" may appear on the print output. This 

may occur especially on film type media.

Follow the procedures below to solve the problem:

STEP 1: Check the Position of the Media

 Check if the media is set in the right position.

% For details, refer to page 5-10.

STEP 2: Clean the Adhesive Sticking on the Parts

 Clean the leading section if the roller is dirty with adhesive.

% For details, refer to page 5-5.

STEP 3: Adjust the Second Transfer Output

 Adjust MACHINE - [Paper Setting] - [Change Setting] - [Process Adjustment] - [2nd Transfer Out-

put Adjustment].

% [Process Adjustment] is not displayed by default. For details, contact your service representative.
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6.5.5 The media wrinkles

If the media wrinkles, follow the procedures below to solve the problem:

STEP 1: Adjust the Fusing Speed

 Adjust MACHINE - [Paper Setting] - [Change Setting] - [Process Adjustment] - [Fusing Speed Ad-

justment].

% [Process Adjustment] is not displayed by default. For details, contact your service representative.

6.5.6 The media in the feeding section goes out alignment

If Roll Winder RW-110 goes out alignment, follow the procedures below to solve the problem:

STEP 1: Check the Position of the Media

 Check if the media is set in the right position.

% For details, refer to page 5-10.

STEP 2: Check the Settings of the Compressor

 Check the settings of the compressor.

% For details, contact your service representative.

6.5.7 The status of Roll Winder RW-110/Roll Winder RW-210 is displayed in red

If the status display of Roll Winder RW-110 and Roll Winder RW-210 on the MACHINE screen on the touch 

panel of the main body is red, follow the following procedure to solve the problem.

STEP 1: Confirm the Preparation before Printing

 Confirm whether the preparation before printing is performed appropriately.

% For details, refer to page 3-4.

6.5.8 "Torque too High, reduce tension or increase taper" is displayed and media 

is not transferred

If "Torque too High, reduce tension or increase taper" is displayed on the touch panel on the upper side of 

Roll Winder RW-210, follow the following procedure to solve the problem.

STEP 1: Confirm the Preparation before Printing

 Confirm whether the preparation before printing is performed appropriately.

% For details, refer to page 3-4.

6.5.9 The message "Safety door open" is displayed

If "Safety door open" is displayed on the touch panel of Roll Winder RW-210, follow the following procedure 

to solve the problem.

STEP 1: Confirm the Preparation before Printing

 Close all of the doors and covers of Roll Winder RW-110 or Roll Winder RW-210.

% For details, refer to page 3-4.
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6.6 To change the timing of media-break detection

When the winding diameter of the media falls below the detection range of the remaining media sensor, the 

media conveyance stops.

If conveyance stops even though sufficient media remains or conveyance does not stop even when the re-

maining media becomes insufficient, the problem may be solved by adjusting the remaining media sensor.

The detection range shall be set between the remaining media sensor and unwinder spindle. When you widen 

this interval, the detection timing becomes earlier. When you reduce this interval, the detection timing be-

comes later.

1 Loosen the rotation knob of the remaining media sensor.

2 Adjust the position by measuring the interval between the remaining media sensor and unwinder spin-

dle.

3 After determining the position, securely tighten the rotation knob to fix the remaining media sensor.

NOTICE

% Normally, configure the default setting, 9 mm.

% When changing it, it is recommended to adjust it by the millimeter. You shall be responsible for 

changes in the setting.

Unwinder spindle

Recommended 

detection range

Remaining media sensor Rotation knob

9 mm
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6.7 Trouble of optional products

6.7.1 The operation of the knife is slow

Follow the procedures below to solve the problem:

STEP 1: Check the Shaft of the Knife

 If it is dirty, wipe it with a cloth, etc. After cleaning, apply grease to the shaft. Clean the shaft once 

a month.

STEP 2: Check the Status of the Compressor of the Knife

 If the compressor is dirty, clean it.

% For details, refer to page 5-23.
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6.8 How to reset emergency stop

This section describes how to reset emergency stop. Proceed with the procedure until restoration.

Tips

Emergency stop applies if you press EMERGENCY STOP of Roll Winder RW-110/Roll Winder RW-210 

while this machine is in operation. You can also apply emergency stop by opening the safety door or safety 

cover.

1 Turn EMERGENCY STOP of Roll Winder RW-110 and Roll Winder RW-210 to the right.

2 Press the sub power switch on the upper side of Roll Winder RW-210.

3 Open and close the front door of the main body.

% If it cannot be restored even after this procedure, proceed to the next procedure.

4 Turn OFF and then ON the sub power switch of the main body.

% For how to turn on and off the power, refer to page 2-3.

% If it cannot be restored even after this procedure, proceed to the next procedure.

5 Turn OFF the sub power switch of the main body, then turn OFF the main power switch.

% For how to turn off the power, refer to page 2-3.

6 Turn ON the main power switch of the main body, then turn ON the sub power switch.

% For details on how to turn on the power, refer to page 1-1.

% If it cannot be restored even after this procedure, proceed to the next procedure.

7 Remove the paper from inside the main body.

% For instructions on how to remove the paper, refer to page 6-13.

6.9 If you have forgotten the administrator password

The administrator password is set to "00000000" by factory default.

If the administrator password is changed, contact your service representative.
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7 Appendix

7.1 Name of each component

7.1.1 Main body

External machine items

No. Name Description

1 Service port (USB 2.0 Type A e 3) Used to connect devices such as an external storage me-
dium (USB flash drive, USB-HDD), keyboard and mouse.
This port is available for low-power devices only. Please 
provide an external supply of power for devices that re-
quire a large amount of power.

2 Sub power switch Turns machine power on/off when pressed.

3 Touch panel Displays screens such as the MACHINE screen to allow 
various settings and machine operations. Also, operation 
or troubleshooting procedures can be provided.

4 Control panel Used for various settings and machine operations.

5 Toner access door Opens to allow toner supply.

6 Toner access door handle Pulled to the right to open the toner access door.

7 Main body front door handle Pulled to the left to open the front door of the main body.

8 Front door Opens to allow removal of paper jam or to turn on/off the 
main power switch.

9 Waste toner box door Opens to allow replacement of the waste toner box.
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No. Name Description

1 Dust proof filter Attached for cooling fan. It keeps out dust.

2 Service port (RS-232C) Used for services such as acquisition of log information.

3 Service port (USB 2.0 Type A x 1) Used to operate as a USB-connected printer.

4 Service port (USB 2.0 Type B x 1) Used to operate as a USB-connected printer.

5 Network port (10Base-T, 
100Base-T, 1000Base-T)

Connected with an Ethernet cable to operate the machine, 
or to use the machine as a network printer.

6 Power cord Supplies the main body with electric power.
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Internal machine items

No. Name Description

1 Main power switch Used only by service representative to turn the machine 
power on/off. Be sure not to turn it off in usual operation.

2 Toner access door Opens rightward to allow toner supply.

3 Toner bottle cover (Y, M, C, K) Unlocked and opened to set the toner bottle. There are 
toner bottles for four colors: yellow (Y), magenta (M), cyan 
(C) and black (K).

4 Fixing unit Pulled out for removal of a paper jam. For handling levers 
and knobs of the fixing unit, follow the instruction on the 
screen to be displayed when paper jam occurs.

5 Drum unit Forms the image.

6 Lever [M1] Opens leftward to withdraw the fixing unit for removal of 
paper jam.

7 Fixing unit Fuses toner onto paper.

8 Leaf spring (back) Stabilizes the media conveyance. Also it prevents glue 
from sticking to the conveyance section.
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Leading section

9 Leaf spring (front) Stabilizes the media conveyance. Also it prevents glue 
from sticking to the conveyance section.

10 Cover [M2] Opens when removing paper jammed inside the main body 
or when cleaning.

11 Pre-transfer roller 1 Conveys the media.

12 Cover [M3] Opens when removing paper jammed inside the main body 
or when cleaning.

13 Pre-transfer roller 2 Conveys the media.

14 Secondary transfer roller Transfers toner to the media.

No. Name Description

No. Name Description

1 Top cover Protects the leading section. Open in case of the mainte-
nance.

2 Protective cover Protects the roller.

3 Tension roller 2 This is not available.

4 Tension roller 1 Conveys the media.

5 Media guide Reference position for the media.

6 Tension roller 3 This is not available.

7 Tension roller 6 This is not available.

8 Guide plate Stabilizes the media conveyance.

9 Aligning roller Conveys the media.

10 Restriction roller Conveys the media.
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Delivering section

7WARNING
NEVER throw the waste toner box into a fire.

- Otherwise, the toner may ignite and cause a dangerous situation.

- For details about handling the waste toner box, contact your service representative.

7CAUTION 
DO NOT put your hand into the fixing unit of the fixing unit.

- Otherwise, you may get burned. Be especially careful when pulling out the fixing unit or opening the 

fixing part.

7CAUTION 

DO NOT put your hand or arm between the main body and fixing unit.

- Touching a connection terminal or other electric parts may damage the machine or cause unexpected 

trouble. Please do not try to work yourself, but contact your service representative.

7CAUTION 

DO NOT pull out the toner bottle other than the time to exchange for running out of toner.

- If you pull out the toner bottle in which the toner remains, an area nearby may become dirty with toner.

No. Name Description

1 Top cover of the delivering sec-
tion

Protects the delivering section. Remove in case of the 
maintenance.

2 Feeding knob Turn to the right to feed media manually.

3 Upper delivering roller Delivers the printed media from the main body.

4 Lower delivering roller Delivers the printed media from the main body.

5 Guide plate Holds the media.
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7.1.2 Roll Winder RW-110

External machine items

No. Name Description

1 Front door (safety door) handle Pulled to the right to open the front door (safety door).

2 EMERGENCY STOP Press to stop this system in emergency. Use only in case 
of emergency.
To release the emergency stop status, turn the knob of 
EMERGENCY STOP to the right to return the button to its 
original position.
Do not use it to stop normal printing. It may result the ma-
chine and media being damaged.

3 Web guide cover Protects the web guide. Remove it to operate the web 
guide.

4 Safety cover Protects the rollers in Roll Winder RW-110. Opened when 
setting or replacing the media. If it opens during the media 
conveyance or print, the machine stops in emergency.

5 Workbench When replacing the media, cut the media with following the 
cutter groove on the workbench. Four magnets for fixing 
the media are included.

6 Safety cover Protects the rollers in Roll Winder RW-110. Opened when 
setting or replacing the media. If it opens during the media 
conveyance or print, the machine stops in emergency.

7 Unwinder spindle Sets the media.

8 Remaining media sensor Detects the winding diameter of the media. When the 
winding diameter falls below the detection range of the re-
maining media sensor, the media conveyance stops. The 
default detection range is set to 9 mm, which is the clear-
ance between the unwinder spindle and sensor. 

9 Front door (safety door) Protects the rollers in Roll Winder RW-110. Opened when 
setting or replacing the media.
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Internal machine items

No. Name Description

1 Web guide Adjusts the media conveyance position to prevent meandering 
and mis-centering of the media.

2~8 Feed roller Conveys the media.

9, 10 Unwinder dancer arm Adjusts the media tension.

14~19 Feed roller Conveys the media.
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7.1.3 Roll Winder RW-210

External machine items

No. Name Description

1 Main power switch Turns ON/OFF the main power of Roll Winder RW-110 
and Roll Winder RW-210.

2 Nip safety cover Protects the nip rollers in Roll Winder RW-210. Opened 
when setting or replacing the media. If it opens during the 
media conveyance or print, the machine stops in emergen-
cy.

3 Safety cover Protects the rollers in Roll Winder RW-210. Opened when 
setting or replacing the media. If it opens during the media 
conveyance or print, the machine stops in emergency.

4 Inspection table Used to check the printing status of the media. You can 
turn on the light by operating the touch panel.

5 EMERGENCY STOP Press to stop this system in emergency. Use only in case 
of emergency.
To release the emergency stop status, turn the knob of 
EMERGENCY STOP to the right to return the button to its 
original position.
Do not use it to stop normal printing. It may result the ma-
chine and media being damaged.

6 Control panel Operates and sets Roll Winder RW-110 and Roll Winder 
RW-210.

7 Front door (safety door) handle Pulled to the left to open the front door (safety door).

8 Front door (safety door) Protects the rollers in Roll Winder RW-210. Opened when 
setting or replacing the media.

9 Web guide cover Protects the web guide. Remove it to operate the web 
guide.

10 Rewinder spindle Winds the media.
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Internal machine items

No. Name Description

1 Nip roller Fixes and conveys the media. You can switch whether to fix or 
release media by operating the touch panel.

2 Web guide Adjusts the media conveyance position to prevent meandering 
and mis-centering of the media.

3~11 Rewinder roller Conveys the media.

12, 13 Rewinder dancer arm Adjusts the media tension.

14~19 Rewinder roller Conveys the media.
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7.1.4 Status Indicator Light MK-744C

Status Indicator Light MK-744C is optional.

For details on the machine status indicated by the Status LED, refer to the following table.

No. Name Description

1 Status LED Displays the machine condition in four colors of light.

Status indicator light 
(color)

Machine state

Red The machine stops by the error occurrence, such as paper jam, replenishing 
toner supply, or replacing the media. The status indicator lights in red before 
the machine stops when the remaining toner is 1% or less.

Orange The message for attention to toner is displayed. Also it lights in orange when 
the waste toner box is nearly full.

Green Printing is in process.

Blue Ready for printing.

Off Main power switch or sub power switch is off. Or, printing is not available 
if the machine is warming up or any door is opened.
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7.1.5 External Sensor Kit ES-101

External Sensor Kit ES-101 is optional.

No. Name Description

1 Rotation knob Used for position adjustment of the External Sensor Kit.

2 Control panel Used for setting and operation of the External Sensor Kit.
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7.2 Typical specifications

NOTICE
The product specifications of the main body and accessories may be subject to change for improvement pur-
poses without notice.

7.2.1 Main body

7.2.2 Roll Winder RW-110

7.2.3 Roll Winder RW-210

Specifications

Operating environment 
conditions

Temperature 10 to 30°C
Humidity 10 to 80%RH (No dew condensation)

Media Paper 
weight

Non-tack Plain (81 g/m2 to 176 g/m2 / 22 lb Bond to 47 lb Bond)
Tack Plain 62 μm to 120 μm (136 g/m2 to 256 g/m2/ 37 lb Bond to 68 lb 
Bond)
Tack Coated-G 62 μm to 120 μm (136 g/m2 to 256 g/m2/ 37 lb Bond to 68 lb 
Bond)
Tack Coated-M 62 μm to 120 μm (136 g/m2 to 256 g/m2/ 37 lb Bond to 68 lb 
Bond)
Tack PP Film 50 μm to 70 μm (136 g/m2 to 176 g/m2/ 37 lb Bond to 47 lb 
Bond)
Tack PET Film 50 μm to 60 μm (136 g/m2 to 216 g/m2/ 37 lb Bond to 57 lb 
Bond)
• Only conveyance is guaranteed for non-tack paper.
• Media with film liners are not available.
• Only media with acrylic adhesive are available.
• Metallic media are not available.

Thickness 50 μm to 90 μm (including liner for tack paper)

Paper size Width 330 mm/12.99" / 12.99" (fixed)

*Can be changed into any width between 250 mm/9.84" and 
330 mm/12.99". However, parts have to be replaced when changing it. For 
details, contact your service representative.

Specifications

Type Main Body Alongside Type Paper Feeding System

Capacity Maximum diameter 620 mm / 24.4"

Maximum media weight 65 kg/143.30 lb

Inside diameter of media 
core

76.2 mm/3.00"

Outside diameter of mini-
mum media core

82 mm / 3.23" or more

Specifications

Type Main Body Alongside Type Paper Winding System

Capacity Maximum diameter 620 mm / 24.4"

Maximum media weight 65 kg/143.30 lb

Inside diameter of media 
core

76.2 mm/3.00"

Outside diameter of mini-
mum media core

82 mm / 3.23" or more
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7.2.4 Web guide

7.2.5 External Sensor Kit ES-101

Specifications

Type Media Conveyance Position Adjustment Device

Operating environment 
conditions

Temperature 0°C to +45°C
Humidity 5 to 90%RH (No dew condensation)

Specifications

Type External Sensor Kit

Operating environment 
conditions

Depends on the machine

Paper weight

Supported paper type

Thickness

Paper size
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